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Abstract 
The Nstiond Rcleaich Council 01 Canada conducted a medium.scale icrinden- 
lation test program on Hobson's Choice Ice Island in May, 1990. Thi. test srrica 
wa. performed a. an extension to a similar program 01 the previous year. A de- 
scription of the 1990 b t  program along with an extenliive eharacterizstion study 
of the observed failurn surlaee is presented. More specifically, this litudy included 
meastrrcrnents ol the pulverized layer thickness, comparative densily analysis of ice 
taken fmm the pulverized layer to undamaged ice, sieve analysis of ejected particles 
and microstructural d u d i n  01 damage and pmrure  melting. 
ice ramples, both undamaged multi-year lea ice and ice from the pulverized 
layer, were colirrtcd and transported to the IceStructures Laboratory of Memorial 
Univenity 01 Newfoundland. Unisxial ~ ~ m p m s i o n  tests, including constant strain 
rate tests and creep tnts ,  were conducted. 'atimates of peak stress, elwtic strain, 
delayed elastic strain and permanent viocous creep were delemined and compar- 
isons were made between undamaged, predamaged and pulverized ice. Substantial 
creep enhancement wst obwrved, that  is total creep strain appeared t o  be heavily 
influencod by the damage state. 
Utilizing measured parameten of the uniaxial compression test program, field 
observations and s damaging viseoeiastic material model, finite element simulations 
were conduded. This finite element analysis loeused on the behaviour 01 an inter- 
mediate layer of highly dam@ i c e d  the icestructure interface. Indentation test 
NRCOG 01 the 1989 t a t  program was chosen a. the verification test. 
The Guidance and msistssce of Dr. I.J. Jordan", NS1311C/hlabii lndt~rtrinl 
Research Pmfessar in Ocean Engineering, Memorial Uniucrrity of Ncwfoat~cll~t~cl. 
provided the molivntion and ehallsngea ncewary lo cornp!r.tc this work. llir nm- 
pervirion aud financial asrislanec is graciously ncknowlcdgerl. 
In relation to the Ice-Indentation tcrtn on Hobson's Cltoicc Irc Idnacl, n ,101.u 
of appmiation must be extended to Dr. R. liredcrking. Nalio~al lcscnrcl~ Cotltlril 
of Canada, and to Dr. N.I<. Sinha, National lle~earch Cotmeii of C;l~mdn. 130th 
displayed a keen inlerest in this work and olTercd freely thcir advicc and er~courage,. 
ment. The assialanec 01 MI. J. Xiso. Memorial University of Newfoar~dia~~d, must 
also he acknowledged. Mr. Xiaa contributed many hours of Ibis lime itnd redn~red 
the burden of the finite element analysis. Furthermore, Mr. H. Stosc, Mcma. 
rial Univenity of Newfoundland, provided assistance will, the laborntory tmling 
procedures and Lhis is greatly appreciated. 
Financial assistance b this work was m d e  available through lhc Career I)cvcl- 
opment Program of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador and ll~rnugl, 
the Center for Cold Ocean Renourscs Enginwring o l  Memorial University of Ncw- 
foundland. Funding lor travel to Canada's Ico Island was providcd by the Norti>on> 
Scimtific Training Program. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Energy self-sufficiency is eonsidered by many western countries to  be essential for 
suslaining economic development and maintaining wealth. Canada, with a vast 
supply of natural resources, has great potential for the development of both its hy- 
droelectric power as wellas its hydrocarbon reserves. Much of Canada's hydraear- 
bon reserves are located under arctic and sub-arctic oceans, hindering exploration 
and development efforts. The designers of exploration and production structures, 
as well as tankers and pipelines must considerenvimnmentallods from high winds, 
waves and ice. T h h  is espccidly true for thme projects in the Beaufort Sea, the 
Labrador Sea and the North Atlantic O c m  OK the East Coast of Newfoundland. 
Compounding the difficulb of developing them m u r c e r  is the inherent volalility 
of the oil industry. Emnomicdly deigned structures are eaaentisl for the sucrmsful 
development of Canada's ofshore d l  reserves. 
Tho de.ign pmsna requires proper selection of iceloads. Over deoign will lead t o  
excessive construction mab, reducing a project's feasibility, while underestimating 
design loads could result in catastrophic failureof thestructure and extensiveloss of 
life. Selection of design loads is a complexpmcedun; the force. which are generated 
during the collision of an ice featureand a structure (ia.strudurc interaction) vary 
with the behaviour of both the structure and the icc fcaturc. Slrnctttrai complianc~ 
and geometry play a significant mle. Wr example, the peak forces cxcrtcd on a 
structure are highly dependent on the strudursl deign chmuteristics and their 
effects on ice failure mode. Artificial islands, with genlly sloping ircnches forcc 
bending failure of appmarhing ice rhatr .  Cairuon retaincd rln~cturc* are desigt~cd 
with rigid vertical walls and ice will lypieslly fail by crushing or buckling. Arctic 
ueaels such a. ice breakers often ram ice features to force crushing and ficxurnl 
failures. Additionally, the conceptual design ol  the Hibcrningravity based strurl8tre 
(GBS) inmrpor&tes a wedged ice belt which is intended la dissipate the kinetic 
energ or an colliding iceberg thmugh ice erushmg. Properties 01 the icc feature 
also affects the applied loads. The compressive strength ol  ice has been al~owra 
to  be dependent on indentation rate, crystal stnlrturc, salinity, and temperalure. 
The calli~ion geometry muat also be considered; total contact srca and aspect rnlin 
significantly contribute ta the peak lorsea (Sanderson, 1988). 
The focus of reeent renesrch efforts, a t  Manorial University of Newloundlald, 
ha. been direeled towards three primary areas of interest, thee  arc: pressure awn 
relationships, iceinduced vibrations, and localized prasurc gmdicnts. ice loads for 
early arctic structure were pedicted from atrapolalion of small scale laboratory 
tent data to full scale designs. Contact areas for the actual s t ructuw wcro, in 
many care, hundreds of times greater than that of tho laboratory samples and thc 
resulting ice loads were gmsaly overestimated. This prmsure area relationship is 
often termed "scale effect". In c a r e  where ice in [ailing by continuous crushing. 
fluctuations in load are frequently ohrcrved. T h e e  icc.induced vibrations can have 
detrimental ekcts, cven when peak forces do not exceed design specifications. An 
cxtrenae cxampieof the effects of ice-induced vibrations was seen with Gvif Canada 
R-urns' Molikpaq m the Amauiigak 1.65 site in March 1986. Liquefaction, a 
form of fa t iye  of tho rtructurea sand berm foundation, resulled when dynamic 
loads pcrsirtcd for appmximateiy 30 minutes. I1 war estimated that t h e  structure 
was wilhin minuts of loosing lateral stability. Localized pressvrr gradienk also 
raise concerns. During icestructure interaction wentr, localized peak pmsures, 
a t  the cantact interface, have been determined to exceed five times t h e  uniaxial 
compressive strength of ice. This observation appears to hold true even in eases 
where average global loads are surprisingly low. 
An intereating characteristic of t h e  M~iikpaq incident war the existence of a 8 
m high pile of crushed ice adjacent t o  the structure (Jefferies and Wright, 1988). 
This crushed ice appeared to  be extruded from the icartrusture interface. The 
formation and extrusion of a pulverized layer of ice appears to accompany i c e  
scruclure interaction events, in which the ice is failing by continuous crushing and 
ice-induced vibrations are, in part, attrihuled to  this activity. Kheirin e t  al. (1976), 
one of the firs1 mearchern to  report the  existenceof this layer, postulated that the 
crushed material cauld hehaveas a highly viscous fluid and the crushed ice would 
be andogous to oil in a hydrostatic bearing. I t  is conceivable that a single crushing 
cycle may p m m d  as follows: the intermediate layer is squeezed causing the load 
to increase; if the atmaau reach some critical level, damage pmceases the  
lormation of microcracks which malesce and m a t e  a new layer; this thicker layer 
can no longer support theae high stresse m d  the load is reduced. 
If ice-induced vibratioos are to b e  understmd, s fundamental knowledge d the 
formation and behaviour o l  the inlermediate crushed layer ia esrcn~tial. I'rcacntcd 
herein is a comprehensive study of thin crushed layer. This rtvdy encompasm field 
experimentation, laboratory testing, and mathematical modelling. Mom ~ p ~ ~ i f i -  
cally, a characlerization study of the ice failure zone wap urnductcd on Ilobmn's 
Choice Ice Island, May 1990. Sampler of i n t ~ t  and highly damaged icc wcru 
collected and bmught to the Ire Structures laboratory of Mcmorinl Univenity of 
Newfaundlar~d for uniaxid campression luting, and finally, finite clcmcnt mod. 
elling war performed to investigate Kheiain's viacour fluid assumptias. Tl~is thnis 
contains: 
. A reviewof the literature pertaining to  icestructure internclion, incl~lding ice. 
induced vibrations, mechanical properties of ice and conrlitutive mndclling. 
Fidd test data obtained on Hobson's Choice Icc Island irlcluding ci~nmct,cri- 
eation of lhe ice failure .one. 
Details of the uniaxial comprearian t u t  program with data analysis. 
Finite element analysis simulating the erlrurion of a cruahcd layer. 
. Discusions and concluding remarks. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Ice-Induced Vibrations 
Thc practical significance of ice-induced vibrations wao brought to  light on April 
12, 1986 a0800 hrs ( J e k i e a  and Wright. 1988). Gulf's caisson retained strudure 
"Molikpaq", while deployed a t  the Amauligak 1-65 dte, wao a u b j ~ t e d  to  an inter- 
ar tbn with a multi-year ice Bae. This floe, moving d 0.06 m/.. wao continuously 
crushed against the vertical wall of the structure and dramatic vibrations resulted. 
Allhough the peak had. marginally exceeded l h s  deaign load of 500 MN, pmlonged 
vibration8 (approximately 30 rnin. duration) led to  partial fatigue (liquefaction) of 
the sand core foundation. The frequency of them vibratiom was of the order of 
1 Hz with a normalized dynsmic amplitudeof 45 % (Jdferies and Wright, 1988). 
Interestingly after a period of time the  dynamic lords on the Molikpaq became 
phaoe-locked, that ir the  loads acting on various lacations of the structure wen in 
p h a e  even though the amplitudes were not necessarily equal. Fallowing t h e  event, 
a uniform 8 rn high pile of auahed ice had fonned a1 the ice structure interface and 
this material consisted of blacks of reformed (sintered) ice powder. Jefferiea and 
Wright (1988) highlighted two models which attempt l o  explain the physical p m  
eesses mociated with ice.induced vibrations, l l~esci~~cl~sde thc modclr of; .loninas 
(1986) and Hallam and Piekcring (1988). 
The  model prepaed by Hallam and Pickcring (1988) wotxlci sec n typirnl load 
cyde p m m d  as follows: Lhe ice no+ appmaches the structure and the stn,rtare 
begins todellect: when the brittleicestrength is reached theicccrsal~es; tlielond is 
released and thestructuresprings back (and the iccOoc springs forward) extrtlding 
the pulverized ice. It should be noted that t he  extrusion occurs nr tlle land is 
reduced, i.e, on the down cycle. In this model. Lhc ice is represenled a- n ~primg 
in r r i e r  with a nonlinear dashpot and the dashpol is given n weak lmctaa link. 
Additionally the crushed layer is modeled u either a Mahr.Coulon~h rnntcrii~l or 
a Newtonian viscouo fluid. Although this nlalel produces reasonable rcsultr thcrc: 
are conceptual dificultien. If, for cnarnple, line crushed layer is tn Lehsvc as a 
Newtonian fluid, the total load should be inversely pmpodional to I?, when 1' is 
the crushed layer thi&nes. This model r u ~ ~ g 3 t s  that the iasd d r o p  rr thc  c i t~d~ed 
layer is being extuded, thus contradietingthe viscous fluid theory. 
In the work ol Jordasn (1986), ice is shown lo bc a crcepin~ solid whid~ is 
extremely brittle. ICE does not dinplay a unique yield stress. Excluding i~ydmrlntic 
a ta te  of stress, icewill creep under any loading condition. Qu~lhcrmoru, as iafails 
by crushing, minocracks initiate, grow and coalacc t o  crcstc discrete parliclcs, 
thus degrading the mechanical pzopcrtia of the ia. Plasticity theory  require^ a 
unique yield s t rus  and as wdl, does not allow for degradation of the nlalcrisl 
bchaviour. Plasticity theory simply does not apply to im. Jordan" (1986) also 
highlights the formation and extrusion of alaycr ol mushed icc a t  thoice-strudure 
inter im and introduces the work of t h e  Russian rmcarcbor Khciain. Kheidn e l  
rl. (1976), modelied thin layer as a Newtonian fluid. The importance of numerical 
modelling technique is also introduced. Sophisticated pmetr ier  coupled with 
complex material bchaviour maku some dored form solutions impncticd. 
Follwing a a r i a  of Iahiboratory indentation teak. Jordaan and Timco (1988) 
proposed that stored elastic enera md instability of the crushing process would 
prevent crushing lrom being continuous. Each crushing event wouid correspond to 
the pulvdeationofa finitevolumeof ice. The fluctuations in load were associated 
with periodic crushing followed by clearing of t h e  pulverized ice. It WPP also noted 
that t h o  clearing pme- could mntinua throughout the crushing cycle. In an  
cncrgy stdysis, Jordaan and Timm (1988) showed that Lhe pulverization process 
required wry little energy relativc to  the total energy input. Similarly energy 
dimipation through elastic fluctuations were small. The p a l e s t  source oienergy 
dimipation was m c i a t e d  with theclearing process, which in this work was waumed 
to he virco!ls extmsion of the crushed layer. 
Full *ale experiences with ice-induced vibrations are not restrided t o  the Mo- 
likpaq incident. Rienkstn (1970) presented data  collected during the  winter of 
1963-64 fmm a Cook Inlet ~trusture. This data clearly revealed a clsssic saw tooth 
load-time history. As well, crushing frequencies were recorded on the order of 0.5 
to2 Hz. M P t t i n m  (1975a and 1975b) prosenled astudy of the  Kemi I and Kemi 
11 single-pile tubular-ateel lighthouses. Th-e structures wre extremely apnsitive 
ta ice- indud vibrations. The Kemi I wllapsed in t h e  winter 01 1974, les than 
one yesr  d ler  its dgloyment. Miittinen suggested that ice crushing excited the  
nslural freguency of t h e  rlructure. Typical meillating frequendu of t h e  Kemi I1 
wne measured to he betwsn 0.8 and 3.85 Hz. Engelbreklan (1977) instrumented 
the Norstr8msgrund lighthouse situated i n  the Gu l l o l  Roth~~in 01 lhc Hi~ l l ic  Sca. 
Thia concmle caisson struoturc expcrienccd extrcmc vibrnliot~r i s 8  lhc \vislrr o l  
1972.13. Again load fluctuations were mcasured to be at  11s lkntt~rnl rcquusy a1 
the structure ( spprovimat~ly 2.3 llz). 
Bj6rk (1981) summarized the raponse 01 scvcral baltic l ig l~ t l to t~m to icc lhmd- 
ingr. The  Nygrin waa bui l t  in 1958 md  collapsed i n  the wictlerol 1968.6% thecoaac 
ol the collapse was not specified. The Vallinsgrund which was construeled ill 11)7? 
experienced cquipmcnt failurcs duc lo cxccsrive vibmions and linnily cullapml i n  
April of 1979. Following their deployment in 1969. l lw l ightho~~ao Bj6rnklrrl ic~~ 
and Borussiagrund suffered lhorizantal displacements ~utndcr heavy icc londs. 1)lnr- 
ing the winter o f  1961 the Tainio lighlhoure was displaced 14 m, Tltc lienni I 
concrete lighthouse wa. constructed in  1915. This rtructure was heavily i?~r l ru-  
menled with pressurn cells and acecleromercrs. Load flucluntiorts were tyi,icnlly 
random although rlcady oreillations o l  approximately 2.9 lo 3.1 11% (Lhc lrnlllral 
frequency o l  the str~cture) and 0.3 to 1.0 HE wero r~corded. 
2.2 Crushed Layer 
D. E Kheisin must be given credit lor h is  pioneering work in the cl~sraclcrirnlion 
of  the ice lsilure zone With sn extensive drop-ball tcst program, Khoisin nud Inis 
colleagues analyzed variations d the ice eryrlal structure in the vicirlity al  irrlpncl 
and presented mathemsticd models which describe the hcltnvinur 01 the damaged 
material. Thcae experiments were mnductal in thc winter and carly spring d l!JG7 
and included200 individual le ts .  Hemirphcrical rul ings weighing 390 kg  and 156 
k g  w r e  dropped from various heights onto lake ico. Accelcrnlionn ol the c.-$ing 
and linal impreasions in the ice were recorded lor each test. 
Khciain and Cherepanov (1973) reported that  subjectingan icecover to impact 
rnarllcd in t h e  lormatian of three characteristic layer. within tho ice mlumn (see 
Pigum 2.1). T h c  limt layer, with a th icknn~ of 0 - 2 cm and opaque white appear- 
ance war; shaped ar a distorted lenaand wamnsidcred t o  beamneoft t ta l  f a e  
and compression. As a result of partial melting the first 1 . 1.5 nun were smooth 
and more lranrparent. A clearly demarcated boundary indisaled the beginning of 
layer 11. Numerou~ radial maerocracks and fine micmcrsckr along grain boundaries 
and basal planed typified this layer. At the centre el the  imprmion, where t h e  
damage war; grcalert, small isometric crystals formed along intercrystaline hound- 
arioa. Crystal delamination muld also be ohrerved in this layer. Finally, layer 111 
mntnincd large radial cracks transecting crystals irrespective of their shape, size 
or orientation. Kheiain and Cherepanov speculated that the formation of the in- 
termdiate eru~hed layer resulted from basal plane shear and that the pruence of 
submicraropic ice particles and a small wlume of liquid phar;e mve the crushed 
layer a viscous behaviaur. Upon completion of a test, pressure reduction permitted 
instantnneaus freezing. Furthermore, given the very short interaction time and the  
lou thermal conductivity dice this pmcesa was eonaidered adiabatic and thua t h e  
heat liberated during t h e  test would produces iosal temperature rise. I t  was finally 
proprued that theauahed layer muld be modelled as a very viscous Newtonian liq- 
uid. 
Utilizing t h e  dmp-ball test data, Kheisin and Likhomanov (1973) determined 
the specific eneryr of crushing for ice. This parameter was defined aa s ratio of 
the ineversible spent energy of the impact la t h e  mass of ice io the volume of t h e  

indentation. The mean value of the spmific e n ~ r g ~  of mechanical cruahing was 
compilted for spring ice md winlcr ice, 3 J j g  and 14 J /g  respectively, and the3e 
mluca w n r  shown to  be very nlahle. 
Onco agnin, Khcisin d ai. (1976), expanded rheanalysirol thedrop baliksts to 
include the prcscnce ola  uniform, viscous, intermediate l a w .  Remvery coefficients 
of no1 greater than 0.2 - 0.3 for fresh waW winter ice a n d  0.1 lor aaa ice, indkated 
s nonclaslic rljponae and added support lo such a viscoua model. U4ng cyiindri- 
d modinares 10 describe the  particle motion wilhin the layer and a simplified 
Rcynolds equation, Kheisin e t  d .  (1956) estimated the presaum didribution under 
lho spl~erical indenter. This inveatigatian also showed that peak contact prosurer 
under the indenter could reach five l i m e  the standard compressive*trength of ice. 
2.3 Creep of Ice 
As will motals a1 high temperatures, ice n.ill cnep under compressive or tenaile 
loadings and it ia usually considered t o  be a vixociastic material. Calmte (1968) 
used a simple creep test to describe vismelastic behaviour. The creep tesl had a 
constant load applied in~lnntly a t  time 10. In practice this isvery difficult to aehieve 
bur where necauary dynamic test data is used tc supplement the meep teat data 
and a complete creep cura can thus be obtained. 
Initially the material respond8 clartidly, this inotantaneous elmtic strain t. is 
follawed by time dependant c q .  A typical creep curve, ar ahown in Figure2.2, is 
comprised of lhrec distinct sectiolu: primary, secondary and lertiary creep. Exam- 
ination of the curve reveals that for early stages 01 creep, the slope docreases with 
time indicating s doclining strain nk, lhir is known as pdmary creep. Secondary 
Time 
Figure 2.2: Typicd creep curvc for icc. 
crepp appears u t h e  intermediste linear parlian. Hem the dopn of tile c ~ ~ r v o  is 
minimum and the  strain rate in constant. Terliary creep is chsrnetcrircd by an 
inmaring stxiln r s t c  md this kcelerating strain ra te  continues until fracture. 
Most conslitutive relatiomhips for viseoelulie creep dercribo primary and rer- 
ondary creeponly (Cdmte, 1968), this is also true in the case of ice. liurlher~nom 
t h e e  two stages of creep can be better represented if t h ~ y  arc suMividd irtlo do- 
l a d  elastic strain and perrnsnent viscous croep. Various techniqum for modciing 
this behaviour will be introduced. 
2.3.1 Power Law Creep 
J.W. Glen pianccmd the development of craep laws for ice. With his primary 
internst bcing the flow of glaciers, Glen (1955) conducted a aeries of comprwive 
erccp tests on polycrystalline equiaxed ice. Glen's law described the secondary 
c m p  of iec and showed that the minimum creep rate follows a power law of the 
farm; 
I = kc". (2.1) 
Thcexponcnt n war shown to  be indowndent of temperatureand was determined to 
be 3.11. Conversely, thevalue of k was influenced by temperature. Glen postulated 
that tho value of k would take the fonn; 
where B is a constant. Q is activation energy, R is the universal ga. constant and 
T is temperature on the absolute acale. 
2.3.2 Sinha's Creep Equation 
Sinha (1978) expanded the work of Glen to include primary weep or more spccifi- 
cally, dclayed cla.tic strain. Sinha conducted compressive creep testa on columnar 
grained S2 type ice (colomnar-grained ice with C-axis randomly oriented in the 
horizontal plan.) with the loading direction perpendicular to the long axis of the 
grains. Ffom this work, Lhe total strain could be expressed as the sum of the elmtic 
strain s, the delsyod elastic strain rr  and the permanent vireous Row 4; 
whne a is alress, 1 ir Lime and T is tempcr&tttre. From there tell8 Yoneeg's SSSSSIIIIIIS 
was measured t o  be 9.3 GPa, givinggod agreement will) dynnmictecl~niqucs. Will, 
a atru.ls d 0.49 MPa and temperaturn 01-20 'C, permanent \,isco~a flow coltld not 
be measured before 800 r The delayed claslic drain ' a ,  was silort! la bchnvo as n 
decaying exponentid; 
c = C(~) 'P  - EZP(-(GTL)L)I (%.I) 
where b, c and a are constants and a? is givm by; 
m i s s  constant. 
Sinha (1981 and 1984) decrihed ire as a high-kmpcralurc material, wills its 
working temperature typically grealer than 0.85 Tbt, where Tht is the ~noitix~g Lc:txl- 
perature on the absolute scale. He also hypotheized lhal pcrminenl viseour c r r q  
is associated with the mobility of defects, such as vacancies and dislocations, wltilc 
delayed elasticity is governed by pain  boundary sliding. Thmughout this work. 
Sinha (1981) showed t h J  delayed elmticity is strongly dependenl lmpan grda sizc 
and modified his expression far delayed elaslic strain lo read; 
d, and d a r e  the reference and actual grain sizes re.pcetivcly. Permawn1 viscous 
weep was shown to be insensitive to grain aim. Sinha's relationship lor the bc- 
haviour of icein uniaxial compruaion war then expressed as; 
et = " +,,(d')(=)'[l - e=p(-(o~t)~) l  + i., t ( 3 ~ .  (2.1) E d C  
The elastic strain followed Hmke'r law while the permanent viscous creep is mod- 
eled alter Glen's law. Note, q and (, are constants while o' represents unit strew. 
This creep law accurately describes the mechanical behaviour 01 ice under con- 
stant compressiveloading. In practice, such a law mvsl be capable of predicting the 
strain path for a variable strerr history. Using the principalof superposition, Sinhs 
(1981 and 1983) demonatrsted theability ofhis creep law tomakesuch predictions. 
By applying the load in a aerier of inwemental ateps, a variable load history can be 
appmximaled, in doins aa, Sinha'a relationship became; 
Although Sinha has shown that this t d n i q u e  yields favorable results, it required 
the storage or the complete material response history. 
2.3.3 Viscoelastic Model 
As with Sinha'r creep equation, visc~elastic models subdivide total strain into elas- 
tie strain, delayed elastic strein and permanent viscous weep. Additionally, the 
elastic and permanent viscous oeep components are equivalent to those presented 
in Sinha's relationship but differences mise in the nrprrrsion of delayed elastic 
strain. While the predicted strain-time curves 01 viscoelsrtic models are similsr l o  
those of Sinhr's relationship, they lend themselves more easily to  the time-stepping 
mutines utilized by preant day digital computers. 
Figure 2.3 can be used to  conceptualize the viscoeiastic model. This Burgers 
body (Galcote, 1968) unraiatr of a Maxwell unit and Kelvin (or Voigt) unit. The 
Figme 2.3: Viscoela~tic modcl lor ice (Burgem body). 
MaxwUunit, which comprises a spring and dashpot in serirs, hcpresenln the cl.lnrtic 
and permanent viscoua rrecp components, while the Kelvin unit, utilizing n spring 
and dashpot in psr:lllel, can model the delayed elastic strain. Applying a ron- 
rtant comp.e.sive load 0 mults  in an instantaneous compresoion ol the Maxwell 
spring and a time dependent, nonrecoverable, eompmaion of the Maxwell dashpal. 
Additionally, the Kelvin unit produce a moverable, timc dcpondcnt, responrc. 
Development of the constitutive relation el a vireoclsstic modcl lor ice musl 
begin with a desmiption of a linear spring and dashpot. A lincar spring ohcys 
Hoake's law, that is: 
r = &, (2.91 
while a linear dashpot behaves as a ncwtonian fluid: 
Stress in each component of theMaxwellunit (a Hookean spring and Newtonian 
darhpot connected in series) is equivalent, while the totsl strain of this modd is 
thc sum of the elastic and "ism". r1raio: 
Substilutian or equations 2.9 and 2.10 gives: 
In eontrart to  the Maxwell model, the atrain of each component of the Kelvin 
unit (a Hookcan spring and Newtonian dashpot connected in parsllel) is equivalent, 
whi!c the total stress in the body is the sum of the stcesn in each component, 
thucfare: 
s=o.+w. (2.13) 
Once again, substituting equstiona 2.9 and 2.10 yields: 
Solving lhia difermtial equation for r pmduce: 
s ,  
a = l p  -J-f 11.
Ex (2.15) 
Combining equations 2.12 and 2.15 thus i w s  the constitutive relationship for 
a linear viscoeladtie model: 
r, = b + 1 1  + 1 1 1  _ ei-%ll. 
Em P, Ek (2.16) 
hfe~ to Calmte (1968) and Fung (1969). 
2.3.4 Damaging Viscoelastic Model 
A simple Burgers body wmpris=d ool linear springs and dashpats cnnz~d xcariltely 
reproduce thc creep in ice. It is widely accepted that a powcr law rclntionallilr 
produces acceptable results for secondary m e p  but dillirultie~nrinc whnl dcscrihisg 
delayed elastic strain. J o r d m  and McKenna (1988) suggested lhnt delay4 elastic 
strain could be represented by a chain of linear Kelvin "nil. or by a ainglc Kelvitt 
unit with a nonlinear dashpot. It is also conceivable that a dxain of nonlinear 
Kelvin units could be used to model delayed elastic strain in ice. 
MeKenna et  al. (1990a and 1990b) presented a damaging vircoclastic modcl for 
ice. In this work isotropic behavieup wa. assumed. Once again, the total strain w;rq 
erpresled as a rum of three somponents: dwtis, delayed elastic and permauct>t 
creep strain. When expresoed In the benerd form this exprenioxt bccanc: 
The elastic behaviour followed Hooke's law and was e x p r m d  as: 
where CGu is theelaslic stifnens tensor. Permanent creep was cxpressn as a powcr 
law of the form: 
(2.19) 
where i; is &creep mnstant, oD is B nn~rnmlimcd st-, n is a poritivc cxponent md 
S is the applied load. 
The delayed elastic strain was modelled as a Kelvin unit with a nonlinear d d t -  
pot and a linear spring. McKenna et a]. (1990a and 1990b) expressed the delayed 
clastie strain for this nonlinear Kelvin unit as: 
@=Sd 
p(Sd))' (2.20) 
whcrc thcdashpot viscosity p is a fundion ofthe internal stress Sd and is expmrsed 
84: 
Sd = s - 2G,C, (2.21) 
with 2Gr being defined a. the spring stiRncii of the Kelvin unit, while 4, the 
accumulated delayed elastic strain wa. given by: 
Additionally, the eEeeliveviscmity of the Kelvin unit was written a. fallows: 
d -& ) - ($(Sd)"-l' (2.23) 
The above expressions apply to undamaged ice only. The formation of cracks 
within the solid i.e. damage, ean alter the properties of each component of the 
Burgers body. Crack formation was derived fmm rate theory and the rate of crack- 
ing was determined from the expression: 
whew fi0 and m are mnslants, nq ia the cquimimt V O ~  Mises stress and o. is the 
critical stress for crack initiation. 
An isatmpic damage parameter was taken fmm the work of Budianaky and 
O'Conneil(1916) which assumed the form: 
whem N is the to ld  number of cracks and o is the nvcrage crack radius. Each rmck 
is assumed to be penny rhapcd and the crack size is quivaimtt to tlic grGll sizu: 
r = N .  8 gj N 9 - (d,).'. (?.26) 
where d, is tho average gain diameter m d  N, reprnents n density of one crack pcr 
grain. 
Following the work of Horii a d  Nemat-Nasxr (1983). Mctienx~a e t  &I. (1'190n 
and 1990b) expressed the ahear and bulk moduli of the damnbed ice as: 
G" = g(r. ",c,) (2.2i) 
G 
and 
respectively,where CI is the cwfficient of iridion acrara the crack Iacn. Alaa, om is 
the mean pressure and cq is the von Misn equivaienr strcsr and tbmc arc enprcsscd 
as: 
cm = 0.~13 (2.29) 
and 
v, = (i.5s,s,,)"'=, (2.30) 
where Su ia the devistoric stress. 
Finally, Mctienna et al. (1990a and I99Oh) e x p r m d  damage enhancemot~t or 
pemanmt creep and delayed dwtic strain rates ar: 
and 
(b' = i:ezp(bN/N,) 
respectively, where p is a constant enhancement parameter. Note that far the 
expressions, thc primes denote the influence of damage. 
2.4 Mechanical Properties 
2.4.1 Sea Ice 
Below a dircusaion of the rnahanied properties of sea ice can commence, it is es- 
senhiat that s summary of the factors which influence ilr behaviour he ~resented. 
Typically test programs an sea ice show nignificant seatler. The mechanical prop- 
erties of ice have bcoll shown to vary with temperature, salinity, alrnin rate, nystal 
structure and orientation as well as a hwt of other faders. Sea ice ia a naturally 
oeeurring material and its crystal structure is influenced by the method of forms- 
tion, age, salt contenl and the influence of surrounding ice fields. An individual ice 
crystal is anisotmpic although far special cases, such as poiycrystalline equiaxed 
ice, isotropic bchaviovr can be assumed. Ice behaves as a virceelastic material, i.e. 
it exhibits properties of both elasticity and creep. Furthermore it B w l d  he noted 
that ice, aa it is found in nature, must be consider4 to be a high-temperature 
material. That is a ratio of its ambient temperature lo its melting temperature, on 
the absolute scale, normally exceeds 0.85 (TIT, > 0.85). 
An extensive data set for mechanical pmpertiu of multi-year (aemnd-year or 
older) sea ice is reported in Richter-Mcny and Cox (1986) and Cox et al. (1984). 
This was a two-phase program. Phase I consisted of 282 uniaxial comprerion, 
lenion and confined compression teats on samples collected fmm the Southern 
Beaufort Sea and P h u e  I1 was comprised of 188 tests on samples collected Lom 
the Alaskan Beaufort Sea. The ice crystal structure was sonsidered to  he highly 
variable consisting of granular ice, columnar ice and mixcd granular aed coluealar 
ice. As a m u l t  01 ridge lormation and consolidation, not all c a l ~ ~ s t ~ ~ n r  gmill  \vrre 
vertical. Salinities ranged between 0.40 and 2.40 960 while dendliea vnrbl fmrn 
835 to 890 kg/ms. The uniaxial testa covcred strain rates or r-' la r-I 
and temperatures of -5 'C and -20 'C. These test results shorvcd lhc cluctilc to 
brittle transition to be hotween the strain rates of I-' and 10-' s-'. It s h u ~ ~ i d  
be noted that values of elastic modulus were estimaled lmm the irlitiul lalngcsl 
modulus and are therefor subject to criticism. 
Timm and Rederking (1982) have also prescnled data lor rn~tlti-year ,idgc ice, 
collected fmm the polar pack in October. 1979. These tests were conrlnnt atrcsx 
rate tests, although the authors sugested a nominal strninm rate of i = 2.5 x 10.' 
8.'. The range d streas raler (6 )  far the l n t  wries was 0.13 M1'a.s-' to 0.24 
MPa.8-' and the compressive rtrenglh varied between 4.4 M P a  nnd 12 MPn. 
Small scale test data an the compmsive strength 01 first year sea ice is r~ndily 
available in the literature and for comparative purposes the work alScl~warr (1970). 
Fkderkingand Timeo (1983) and Frederking and Timm(l984) have bcm prercntcd 
in Figure 4.8 of Chapter 4. Furth~rmore, authors such as Butkovich (1959). Dykinr 
(1971) and Laioey and Tinawi (1984) havecompiled a wide range of data lor various 
ice t y p n  and loading configurations. 
Elastic modulus data is typically delermined thmugh either rtatis or dynamic 
techniques. Static measurement of elastic modulus have been dclermined by esli- 
mating the slope of stress-strain curves of uniaxial campreasion tesls or by mcasur- 
ing deflections of beams (Weeks and Andenan, 1958; Dykins, 1971; Schwan, 1875; 
Lainey and Tinawi. 1981). Typical values are found t o  be between 0.5 GPa and 10 
ma. Thesc tests typically require relatively large loads and finite time intervals. 
C i n n  the vismelastic behaviour of ice, the inelastic components of strain cannot be 
neglected and these meuurements have therefore been subject to  criticism. These 
trsr tcchniquer do hava the benefit t f s i m p l i ~ y  
ics structurer laboratory, thedore  making estimates of elatie modulua a ~ i l a h l e  
in canes where they would not otherwise he performed. 
Dynamic mwurements of elastic modulus have been determined thmugh reis- 
mi. techniques, that is the measaremen1 of of vibrations through an 
ice sheet. The velocity of elastic wavca within the ice can he used as a m e w r e  of 
Young's Modulux. The rclative m o v m n t  of the ice molecvler is extmmely small 
thus allowing inelastic properties to he neglected. Dynamic measurements show 
chlractcristically less scatter than static measumentr ,  however lunpersture pa- 
dients within the ice sheet produce variations in the measured values. Ekrtie mod- 
ulua vdues have been reported to range between 5.5 GPa and 10 GPs (And-n, 
1962; Langleben. 1962; Abde and h ~ k n n t e i n ,  1967). 
2.4.2 Crushed Ice 
The existence of an intermediate layer of crushed or pulverized ice has been iden- 
tified, a1 the icestructure interface, during interaction events in which the ice is 
failing by crushing. When modelling such events a knowledge of the mechaoi- 
csl properties of this intermediate layer is essential. Although this infomation is 
scarce, several researchers have investigated the hehaviour of crushed or broken ice. 
With an objective to  sludy the interaclion processes of ice rubble fields with 
oLhore drilling structures, Gale et at. (1986) mnducted e ~ r i n  of large scale 
direct *hear box tesla. Thesc tests were conducted nt -2 OC with xnrioar pnrticll. 
siee gradations. Furthermore, for comparntivc purposes tests werc r o a c l a d ~ l  on 
silica aand. Shear slress-di9placement curves of tho broken ice displnyccl n rtrong 
dependenceon normal at-, snd interestingly the hmkcn iceshowed n ~ o n t i ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ l y  
increasing shear reniatanw. Convcrdy, the silica aand reached n n,nuin~ae~ rhrar 
stress after relatively amali dispiaeamcnts. The measured angle of inten~al biclion 
of the broken ice ranged between 36' and 45' and it was propmd that this n ~ t c r i n l  
exhibited s linear Mohr-Coaiomb lailure envelope. 
Wong et at. (1987) expanded the previous work to indudc lhc prcsencc of 
brine and t o  investigate the effect of increasing shear mate. Altl~at~glx i nmersios 
of the crushed ice, in a brine solution, eAmtiveiy reduced the shear rtrcngtlt, the: 
face-displacement curvesol the immersed broken i w  displayed tlte oamc ch;~mcter- 
istic behaviour = the non immersed hmken ice. Thst  was aeenti~~uossly incmir*ing 
shear stress with displacement. Deformation rates 012.8 mm/min and 5.9 rnm/min, 
w e n  included in the test program. However no aignificanl diflercnces w m  uoled 
between thme s t rdn rates. Conceding chat the shear box leala do not gim a c t # -  
rate measurement. of volume change. Wong et ai. (1987), r u u e t  thal voiumetric 
deformation is predominantly dilatant. Furthermore n cautionary nolo is dirmlcd 
towards the  use of a M o h r - b l o m b  failure criteria, in tho analysis of crurlnod ice, 
since a maximum failure strear could not be idontifled. 
As asuppiemen1 t o  the shear box tests, Gale el al. (1987) conducted asericr of 
triaxial compression testa on hmkcn iw.  These test. were conducted on right eirmt- 
lar cylinders (cylinder dimensions measured 150 mm high wilh a 70 mm diamelcr) 
at -2.5 O C  with a displacement rde of 0.5 mmlmin. The authors concluded that 
Table 2 1: Friction coefficients betvcen sea ice and wlected of mawrids frnw vrrlottr 
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a bi-lincar dsviatoric rtrerr-strain curve characterized the bmken ice behnviour, 
and that the breakover s t ras  (i.e. atma s t  which the slope changed) appeared lo 
a u u a t  a possible failure envelope. Furthermore, a with the shear box teak, the 
triaxial t n t s  displayed a continuously incrwing shear rtrerr with displacement. 
Like many other physical propertiw of ice, friction coefficients, both static and dy- 
namic, exhibit significant scatter. Temperature, normal stress and velocity directly 
sllcct lhc coefficients of friction, as d m  salinity and surface topography. While m 
oxplanation for this behaviour will not be explored a t  this time, typical values are 
prernled in Table 2.1. T h e  value were used to  establish a reasonable working 
range of friction coefficients, between a rigid indenter and the ice surface, in the 
linilc element analysis. 
More recently, Molgaard (198% and 1989b), m e w r e d  dynamic coefficients of 
friction between f rahwatu i n  and steel. With his unique apparatus, Molgaard 
determined coefficients of friction o w  &range of temperatures and velocities. Gen- 
erally, increasing velocity gave a decrease in friction as did increasing temperature. 
At -10 'C coefficient* of dynamic friction varied between 0.030 to  0.080 for sliding 
npeeds of 5.95 emls to  82.35 smjr. 
Chapter 3 
The Field Test Program on 
Canada's Ice Island (1990) 
Small.scale laboratory testins, of ice samples, invaluable information for 
the  development of damage models and mnrlitutive relationship. These teats 
also provide inagght to t h e  machanisma which govern fracture and damage of i n .  
Ailhaugh such experiments can he performed in highly controlled surroundings, diE 
licuities arise when extrapolating this data to full scale structural designs. Previous 
field experience has shown that laboratory teat data  grossly averestimates desigm 
loads lor struclures, which typically have mntaet areas hundreds of times greater 
thafi lhe laboratory samples. Emnomicai struclural designs require reliable and re- 
aliatic ice load predictions. Medivm to fvll scale test programs allow the coilaction 
of data pertaining to the scale effect, failure pmcema and structural hehaviour, 
which cannot otherwile be reproduced. 
Riiowing successful field test pmgrams at Pond Inlet, 1984, and on Hobson's 
Choice loo Island, 1989, an ambitious medium-sale ice indentation trJt program 
was planned for therpring 01 1990. Thir program was designed to milect data which 
would lead lo  the determination of more realistic design ice lo& for arctic struc- 
lures and vessels. The comprehensivetest malrix in conjt~nclinn with roplti~liratcd 
apparatus and data acquisition cquipmenl would allow the progrnnn parlicipa~k 
to better understand ice failure processes. Morc apccilically, lhis lcsl sericr wm 
designed ta address: scale effect, vibralions atlribuled lo ikc crushing (icc-i~daced 
vibrations), m~iations in local and global loads, and the inflooncc 01 slr~~clttral 
compliance and geometry. 
The lest apparatus wa. heavily instrumented. Load cells in, lhc i~ydmmtlic ncttl- 
ators and pressure tran9ducers on the lace 01 an indenter gave form-lime Ihirlurics 
and identilied localized crushing events. Temperalure mrinlians a t  lhe ice-i!~der~ter 
interlace were monilared and a view-par1 in onc indenler nllowccd scveral cvcnts 
to be captured an video claretle. Acoustic emissions were recorded lor vnrinur is- 
dentation lests and physical measumnenls were lakcn to chamcteriw lhe final icc 
failure surface. 
As with many other Lest programs of this nature, lllc primary chnnelcrirlkc~ 
of the losd-time curves are proprietary and will remain so lor a two-ycn. period. 
Therefore data pertaining to  peak forces, pressure distributions, or 1orcc.timcllir- 
tories cannot be presented a t  this time. Supplementary inlormatian, sucll n. mi- 
nostructural analysis and sharclerisation ollhe failuresurlace rnay bc pm08lcd. 
3.1 Test Site 
Canads's lee Mand is a marsive Iealuic. With an areal cxtnnl 01 cighl by bbr  
kilometers, and a thickness of forty meters, this billion lannc ieehcrg behavcr as a 
very atable floaling platform. After calving lrom the Ward llunt Ice Shcll on Lhc 
northem maat 01 Ellesmere Island in 1982, the ice island began drilling Soulhwnt 
along thc continental margin of the Queen Elizabeth bland.. By t h e  spring of 1990, 
it had reached Ellef Ringnes Island and moved into the Perry Channel. 
Ifohson's Choice Ice Island provides an ideal platform fmm which scientists 
can study Canada's arctic and as well provides an opportunity for the Canadian 
government, through science, t o  exercise m r e i g n t y  over the region. Movement of 
the island has been monitored since 1983 and scientificstudio have been performed 
on the idand fmm 1985 onwards. A c m p  aituated on the  illand is operated and 
maintained by Energy, Mines and Resour- Canada, and is occupied primarily by 
~cientists from the Atlantic Geoscience Centre of the Geological Survey of Canada. 
The infrartrnctvre ~ u l t i n g  fmm these previous expeditions made the ice ialand 
an attractive site for ice indentation testing. The first iceindentation test program 
was conducted on the island in 1989 and it laid the foundation for the 1990 field 
t o t  program. 
The ice features which pose the moat significant threat to structures in the 
Beaufort Sea are multi-yea pressureridges. Access to multi-year sea iceia therefore 
an essential component to  any field test program. As can be Been from Figure 3.1, 
the ice ialand consisls of a large central portion of shelf ice (granular fresh water 
ice) with multi-year rca ice consolidated to  its sides. It is within this sea ice, which 
has consolidated since the island calved in 1982, that the  indentation teats were 
performed. Crystallographic studies revealed that the ice could be  cllusified as 
tranoitional, that is it contained both columnar and fneil ice. In addition, the axis 
of the calomnsr grains were not nsersarily vertical, a m u l t  of the rafting and 
mnaolidation pmcess. Furlhermore, salinity w i e d  from 0 %O to 4 ?& (Gagnan and 
Sinhs, 1991). These characteristics are typical of multi-year pressure ridges. 
Figure 3.1: Plan view of Hobson's Cl!oicc Icc Islatnd, lrorn 1icnsc:dy (10!l1). 
3.2 Test Plan 
The pcsk f o r m  exerted on astructurearr highly dependent on thestructural d d g n  
characterhtin and ice failure mode. Artifisid idands, with gently sloping beaches 
force bending failure of approaching ice sheets. Caisson retained ntructures are 
designed with rigid vertical walls and ice will typically fail by mushing or buckling. 
Arctic vessels such as ice b&r often ram ice features to force crushing and 
flexural failure. C O ~ C F ~ ~ U ~  design of the Hibcrnia gravity baded structure (GBS) 
incorporates a wedged ice belt which ia intended to  dissipate the kinetic energy of 
an imposing iceberg thravgh ice crushing. 
To investigate the significance of structural geometry, the test plan embodied 
three general daura of indenter; fiat rigid, Rat Rexibio, and wedge; with the dom- 
inant failure mode for eaeh d a  being predicted a. crushing. The fiat flexible 
indenter wad designed and constructed to simulate the structural behaxiour of an 
icebreaker, while the wedge indent- modelled the conceptual design of the  Hibef 
nia GBS. There were five indenters in total: 
. TFF - Plat ficxibleindcoter, triple actuator configuration. 
. TRF - Flat rigid indent-, triple actuator configuration, 
. TWI -Wedge indenter # 1, triple actuator mnfignration, 
. TW2 -Wedge indenter # 2, triple actuator configuration, 
SFF -Plat flexible indenter, single actuator configuration. 
The triple actuator configuration had n nominal indentation rate of 104 mm/a 
while the nominal speed of the single actuator system war 400 mm/s. Various test 
facegeometries werealso invelga.ted,theae included horizontal and vcrlienl w c d p  
along with truncated pyramids. In total 18 indentation tests wcre condurtcd. 
3.3 Test Apparatus 
The mechanical and hydraulicsystem for the 1990 field test prqram m s  iuilinlly 
designed and fabricated by Geotechnical h o u m e s  Limited (Omloch) ol Calgary, 
under contraa fmm Mobil Oil, for the 1981 Pond Inlet lest series. Following 
this program the equipment war donated to  htcmorial University of Nowfoandlntsl 
and subsequently utilized in the 1989 and 1990 field test programs on, Ilohsn!t's 
Choice Ice bland. Although minor modifications have been performed. tlto syrtcrn 
is essentially unchanged. 
A1 the heart of the indenlation system w s  a =crier of hydrnulic actantors; Ille 
configuration of which could be altered t o  suite lhc requirematts of each test. A 
bank of accumulators which provided the hydraulic supply to the actantors wcrc 
charged with compressed air prior to testing. With this systcm, the  only rcquird 
electrical power a t  the timeof testing, was thnl powor nocessnry for opcratiot, of 
the data acquisition and feedback wnlrol systcm. A schemalie illuslraliirt~ of lhir 
system and test set.up can be found in Figure 3.2. 
Each acluator war rated for 4.6 MN of static thrust giving the triplc actuator 
system a total of 13.8 MN. All t e t a  with the triple scluator configurntion wcw 
performed with an indentation rate of 100 mm/a, whilo thc singlo actualor configtt- 
ration had an indenlation rakof 400 mrn/r. Actuator stroke for tither arrangerncltl 
war limited to 364 mm. 

3.4 Characterization of the Failure Zone 
Crushing with subsequent Qeelion of ice particles was identified is the dominmtnl. 
mode of failure far dl 1 s t "  and in the case of test TFFOl spallieg or flaking. 
arroci~ted with the formation of macrocracks, was obnervcd. Commm lo all fniiuro 
surfaces were several characteristic features. There attributes wore notieerblc cvcmb 
with varying indenter mmplianse or ice face geomelry. From Figure 3.3 it cant bu 
seen that there are essentially throe regions associated with the failurn mne, first, 
apall area on the periphery of the contacl surrace, second, mnc* of crushed or 
pulverized ice generally associated with lower pressurca and third, regions where n 
distinct crushed layer does no1 exisl. Macrosmpicdiy the ice in this rcgios 01 no 
distinct crushed layer appeared to be undamaged but this was not nccessnrily true 
(Kenny et  al., 1991). 
Preliminary malysis of the load histories indiurted a dynamic fluctuation in 
local peak pressures with a highly wried spatial distribution and sleep pressure 
gradients across load cells. Although the features of the failure surface tend to 
~ " g b s t  that peak pregsures should correlate with the zones of no distinct erusl,cd 
layer, superimposing the Anal recorded pr-rea on the intoiface failcd to  revcnl 
such a phenomena (Frederking, 1990). 
3.5 Density Measurements 
Aspart of the characterisation process of the failure surface, a carnpsrison or dcnrity 
of the crushmd layer to that ofthe p a n t  ice was pcrforrnd. Vnlun of density were 
determined by cutting samples into right rectangui&r prisms, measuring dimensions 
Figure 3.3: Typical fmnt view of test face following indentation. The failure region 
is divided into three general zones; (i) spall area. 21,  (ii) roner of pulverized ice22 
and (iii) zones ol no dislind pulverized layer 2s. 
t o  find volume and weighing the samples on an electronicscale. To cninimi~c ravdom 
erram at least four mermuremcnts of cmh dimension were rccorclcd. The locntiox of 
each sample within the teat (LC. was e~dentially arbitrary, with the ouiy constraint 
being mushed ice layer thickness. To enable naufficiently large sample to be cut, n 
minimum layer thickness of M mrn wrs required. 
Density mea3urements of the parent ice were conducted in the sanlc memcr. 
The location of thursampicr was chmen to bc ar claw a. possible to tllc cr~tslled 
ice aampln, generally immedialely behind thc cruahed layen Due lo Lhe prncnce 
of minocracka within the parent ice, these density mcnsumnents cnrtttot always 
be considered to be the density of tho virgin matedal. Gngnon and Sinha (l09I) 
have reported that  f ie  denily of the parent slruct~arc variud horn 875 kg/ma lo  
886 kg/m3. 
From Table 3.1 it ran be aeen thal the cruahed icelayer drnnity varied belwmn 
749 kg/m3 and 8L;4 kg/ml. The pamt ice density wrr found Lo bc greater thnn 
that  of t he  crushed material and varied between 858 kg/m3 and 890 kdm3. Thc 
maximum ermr of observation for all densily mearuremenls is estimaled R* f 13 
kg/ma and is rrsocisted with difficullies machining and measuring em1 samlllc. 
During the test program it was observed that the crushed material at the pc 
riphery of thecontact face appeared lo be lessurnsolidatcd than the material at llbe 
eenta. To quantify this obwrvation a series o I  density mewuremenls were laken 
along a horizontal snlion of t a t  face TFR-03. Acrm thc  width of lhc lest f.u. 
ten samples, each with a lenglh of appmximalely 100 mm, wcm removed. Soveral 
samples, selnled fmm the central portion of the fdlurc surfme, cor~sisted of icc 
obtained fmm the region of no distind crushed layer. Wr example, allhough the 
Flat. Flexible 864 
Flat, Flexible 807 
90' Wedge 776 
Flat, Rigid 749 
Flat, Rigid 784 
Flat, Rigid 842 
Table 3.1: Density meaaumnentnaf crushed layer and parent ice. 
ice near the center of the horizontnl thick section through TFR-01, shown in Figure 
3.7, is in a damaged state, a discrete mushed layer do- not exist. For the purpo~es 
of lhis investigation all samples were treated ar; being part of the pulverized layer. 
The density of the crushed layer along the horizontal section of TFR-03 ranged fmm 
813 kg/mJ to 874 kg/m3, and a. expected, the density tended t o  iocrease toward 
thc cenler. Figure 3.4 shows this trend. It ir suspected that substantially greater 
conflning pressurea at the  center of the indenter contributed lo this observation. 
Test Face 
3.6 Crushed Layer Thickness 
Following tests TFF-01 and TFR-01, crushed layer thicknesaes were measured i n  
detail. The initial test face geometries of each tes t  were similar but the indentor 
compliance varied. The indentation surface was a truncated vertical wedge with s 
300 rnm wide flat face with the sides sloping a t  1 9 .  Test TFF-01 incorporated a 
flat flexible indenter while test TFR-01 wa. performed with a flat rigid indenter. 
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Figure 3.4: Density variation of crushed Inyer: Terl 1'1~1b03 
Crushed ice layer thicknesses were determined i n  the following manner: a 50 
mm grid w a  auperimpased on the teat face. The fimt 50 mm thick horizontal 
rntion was cut lrom the test face and at each 50 m m  increment along this section, 
the cnshed-ia layer war measured. Once complete, the next horizontal section 
was cut and the process continued until the entire face war aectirmed. It should be 
noted that the crushed ice layer thicknesr wa. m~asured to the  nearest millimetre. 
As with the density measurementr, there wae s-al instanm whae no dia. 
tinct boundary betwen the crushed layer and the parent structurecouldbe found. 
Consequently, it was decided that for a partide to  be considered a s  pait of the 
crulhed layer it would have to be isolate4 lrom the parent ice by a crack or network 
01 cracks. 
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 give t h e  dimensional representaliona ol the crushed layer 
profiles of test l ~ e s  TFF-01 and TFR-01. I t  should be noted thal the, rurfam 
show the test feces with t h e  crushed layer removed. Furthermore, the high points 
repwent areas where the crushed layer thickness goes to ze--. 
The crushed layer o l  test I m  TFF-01 had a mean thickness d 41 mm with the 
maximum thickness reaching 173 mm. The flat flexible indenta wa. constructed 
with aotcei plate on horizontal ribs and was designed t o  rimulatea ship's hull. The 
added stiffnws associated with the presace of the ribs can be seen in the cnahed 
layer profile as the cruahed layer appears thinner in the  presence of the aliffening 
ribs. 
Teat face TFR-01 bad a much more uniform appesrmce than TFF-01. TFR- 
01 showed a thin l i n e d  no distinct crushed layer along a verlical axis t h r n ~ g h  
the centv of the face, re Figure 3.6, with the crushed layer thiLness increasing 
Figure 3.5: Crushed layer pmiilc: TeslTFP.01. Nolr tlml V rel,~nents 111. vcrl.iod 
axis, H represents the horizontal axis and N is noirnnl to the tcsl lace with lllc arrow 
pointing out of the trench svdl. 
Figure3.6: Crushed layer pmfilc- TerlTFR-01. Note that V reprcscnts the vcrticrl 
axis, H reprwnls the horizontal axis and N is normal to tho test lace with tile arrow 
pointing out or the trench wall. 
toward the perimeter. Thc average thickness of the crushed layer was 57 mm with 
thc maximvm thickness reaching 155 mm. This ngion of no discernible crushed 
layer was obserwd for d l  indentation teats and its p-nce provides additional 
support to  the hot spot or contact line phenomenon as postulated by Lindholm et 
A. (1990), Riska (1989) snd Jord- et al. (1990). 
Tho crushed layer typically contained large (? 26 mm) relatively undamaged 
particles surrounded by a matrix of finely pulverized ice, s u ~ e s t i n g  a grinding 
action a. the larger particles slide and rotate during extrusion. This oUect was 
exagbeiated with the wedge indenters, the gwmelry of which gave rise to  a greater 
dcgrec of spalling. The appearance of thc crushed layer formed in the wedge inden- 
tation k t s  also suggested substantially leas confinement. 
3.7 Contact Area 
The final nominal contact are- (NCA) for selected testa are presented in Table 
3.2. Additionally, an estimate of the area. of no apparent crushed layer (NACL) 
are presented a. a ratio of the final nominal contact area. The nomind contact area 
is thearea etimstedfmm the indenter penetration and the testfacegmmetry, while 
the area of no apparent crushed layer is the portion of the lest lam which appeared 
to be blue in urlour following each indentation test. 
The data in Table 3.2 would suggest that the r ,of contact is approximately 
35 %of the nominal eontact area. It ha. been pmpwed that the bulk of the load 
is carried by ice in zones where the crushed layei is thinnest and that ice in this 
zone is behaving elartieally. An investigation of this hypothesis will he p-ted 
in Charter 5. 

Table 3.2: Estimates of contact area. 
3.8 Particle Examination: Sieve Analysis, Sin- 
tering and Pressure Melting 
In an attcmpt to understand better the dynamic activity araociatcd with ia- 
strlrsture interactions, several researchers have turned their attention to the physical 
processes associated with the formation and subsequent extrusion ol the erughed 
layer. Previous remarchera have shown that tho majority or the energy dissipation 
occurs during virmus extrusion of the pulverized layer (Timco and Jordrdaao, 1987; 
Jecdaan and Timm, 1988). Past experience has also shown that very high local 
pcsk pr-surer and large presmre gradients exist acrovs the indentor interface. Fur- 
thermore, Lhe actual contact area between ice particles in the crushed layer would 
be far less than the apparent contact area and therrIorr inter-particle pressure 
would tend to exceed t h e  high local pressures. When these loads are mupied 
with rapid extrusion and particle movemenl within lhc crushed Inycr f r ic t io~ and 
pressure melting become very real paspihilitin. I n  addition, rapid p r n s ~ r e  dmps 
may allow reireedng and sintcring to occur which can givc rine l o  a stick-slip type 
phenomenon. 
Fallowing sevnal indentation teals, ejected particln were cailccted and cr- 
amined. Particle size dirtrihutiona of the cntruded srurhed ice were dclermit~rrl 
thmugh sieve analysis using nine sieves with mesh sizes ranging fmm 50.8 nlvn l a  
0.841 mm. The surface appearance of discrelc parliclea was also cxamincd, ~orndcr 
a microscope, for signs or pressure melling aud sinlering. 
For the in i t id  test TFF-01, the sample size lolallcd 37.44 kg. rcpmcnlir~g 
greater than 30% of lhe total crushed material. An csti~nslo or ttlc cnlshcd vol- 
ume was calculated by knowing the initial race gcoznelry and thc dislancc wlticil 
the indenter penetrates the surface. For the remaining lnts, smaller rcprcscntntivc 
=ampies were t&m. Ail tests show similar dirtrihuliona as can hc reen in  Figure 
3.8; however the mean particle size varied slightly. T n t  TFF-03 showed the amdlnt  
mean particle rise, 15 mm, while TWI-01 gave the grcatosl mean particle rim, 34 
mm. Tests TPF-01, TFF-02, and TFR-01 had mean particle ri~es  varying hctween 
21 m m  and 28 mm. I f  the particle size dirlribulion curve or TWI.01 ir cxanlimcl, 
it can be a m  that only 57.7 % d the sample passed the 50.8 m m  sicvc and lha l  
thecurve is offset lo  tbcright. This can heattributed, in part to tilc grcatcr dcgrec 
of apalling associated with the wedge indenler. 
Extruded particles were collected following revcrd or thc indnttatian losls slid 
examined under a microscope. I n  all cases the surfaces appcared to be wcltcd o ~ d  
neither particle displayed rough edges nor sharp corners, thns sugpding rnclting 
1W- . . ....... . . . .  , 
90. Test TFF.01 + Test TfT.02 o 
Test TFF.03 - 
Test TWlOl ------ 
70. Test TFROl . 
Nominal Particle Size ( m ) 
Figure 3.8: Particle size distributions. 
of the ice particles and lho pmence of liquid. Figure 3.9 is n photomicrogrnph of 
a typical extruded ice psrticle which appeared as a ro~~glonter~le  of small 1nrlicl~5 
rinlered inla a lsqer  mag. Other parliclcs appeared as onc large partivie rill, 
smaller particles sintered to its surface. This micmcopic ertnn~~iuation, allrn roil- 
pled with the obrer~t lonl  of Oagnon and Sinha (199L), providnl hlrther s-llglwrl 
to p-sure melting, fridion melting and sintering as aclive plncsomatn dtmrirtg tltr 
dynamic crurhing and extrusion proms. 
9: Photomiaogaph of an e x t ~ d e d  particle; x35 magnification factor 
Chapter 4 
Laboratory Test Program 
Deveiopmcnt and rcfinemcnto~conatit~rtivcreiatiansi~ips for iareq81iresa thoroagh 
knowledgeafthcmechanical behaviourof thc material. Mcchsnicrl propcrtics. ruril 
ar Young's modulus and eompresivc strength can bc dctcrn~incd t l ~ m t ~ g l ~  uninxii~l 
eomprwrion ta ts .  These tests also dlow thc infl~lcnce of strain ralo .sld o1lmc.r 
variabiu such as grain sire and temperalure to be invntignted. Ftlrlhermore, crccp 
constants and damage parameters can be debmined Lhmugh uniaxial cos,prcs.iof~ 
luting. Thia chapter contains a description or the lest s t - u p  and procedurc:~ a* 
well as presents the t a t  data and subseqvent analysis. 
4.1 Test Plan 
During the field t a t  program of 1990, ice aamplen were eollcetcd and hroaghl la 
Mrmodd Univedty of Newroundland for analysis. Thcse ice ran~pics includrvl 
intact relatively undamaged rnulli-yea. sea im and higlnly damagcd crushed icc 
from the intermediate isyer. This ,uniaxial mmprenrian 1-1 series war designcd Lo 
determine and the mechanical propertie. or botll the undamag~vl rind LII. 
crushed ice. 


































l . i = 5 ~ 1 O - ~ a - ' t o 2 %  
2. i = 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~ s - ' t o 4 %  
Strain Cantml 
I. i = 2.5 x ID-' r-' to 1 % 
2. i = 2.5 x 1 0 4  S-I to 2 % 
3. i = 2.5 x lo-' 1.' to 3 % 
4. i = 2.5 x lo-' s-' to 4 % 
1. Load Control 
P,. = 0.75 MPa 
2. Strain Control 
i = 2.5 X s-' to 2 % 
3. Load Canlml 
P,. = 1.0 MPa 
1. Strain Control 
i = 5 x lo-' a-' to I % 
2. Strain Control 
i = 5 x 10r4 .-I to 2 x 
3. Lord Control 
P,. = 1.0 MPs 
Strain Control 
1. i = 5 Y lO-%-' to 1 % 
2. i = 5 x 10.' SF' to 1 % 
3. i = l X In-= s-' to 1 % 
4. i = 1 x lo-= s-' to I % 
Load Control 
P,. = 1.0 MPa. 
Strain Contml 
1. i = 2 . 5 ~  10-%-' to 1 % 
2. i = 2 . 5 ~  10.' 8-1 to 1 % 
3. i = l x lo-' F1 to 1 % 
4. i = I x 10-3 S-' to 1 % 
CI . Crushed ice 
The number of sample were limited by the ability to trnnrpart this ice ~nCly 
from the field to the Thermal Laboratory 01 Memorial Univedtg of Ncwfoandlm~cl. 
It is fm this reason that the testa were conducted in a mannci which dlowcd thc 
rollectim ol as much information as possible. Eacll lost wnr condttet~d as eitltc!r a 
creep test or a constant strain rate test, with several tests incorporating hoth. Thc 
t-t plan is presented in Table 4.1. Duc to brittle failure or crtrc~ne dcforznntion 
of aeveral samples. some tntp  could n d  be run to completion, thcrc inclindcd tests 
CII and CI?. 
4.2 Creep Test 
In the classical crecp teat, for example thosc uscd in the lesti~lg of mnrretc ut 
rock, s constant bad is applied to the samplc for long pcriods of timc, monthr 
or even yearn. In contrast, the aeq, tcrts of this lest scrics require mlativcly 
short loading times. For structural design purposes, long term crecp data, lor 
materials such as concrete, is essential. The scrvicc life 01 ollshore structurcr can 
often exceed 10 or ewn 20 years snd designers of such structum muat ~urtdcrslnrbrl 
how the conslructlon material8 will perform throughout their lifetimu. Sin~ilnrly 
when determining ice loadings, the engineer must acquire tino km~awicdgc rt~%msary 
to  predict the behaviour ol the ice feature lor lho duration of the icc.rtruct~n. 
interaction. An extreme crushing event, for example the Molikpq it, 1986, would 
laot 30 minutes and estimates o l  iceberg collision limes lor thc lfiberrli~ pmjoct 
range between 0.7 and 15 r. Marcover, in hdl scale crushing cvcnlr whcrc the  loncl 
may fi~uctuate a t  15 He, the ieo ia subjected to a series of 0.07 r load pulses. It ir 
br t h e  reawns that this tost series is aimed at  de!ermining Lhe short tcrm cn-p 
bchaviour of ice. 
Ifsn icerampleissubjected tosconntant comprerniveload, it isreadilyseen that 
atrain can be divided into several components. Initially the sample will comprest 
ulastically. This elastic strain e., should be timeindependent and is considered 
to be instantroeoun. If the load is maintained for an extended period of time 
the sample will continue to compress. This timedependent atrain can be further 
divided into permanent plastic deformation (a- strain c,) and a timedependent 
rccoverablo responx (delayed elastic strain ti). The creep test which is described 
in the fallowing section is one method for measuring these inslantaneous and time- 
dependent components or strain. 
Typically, each creep teat was comprised of a 20 r load pulse followed by a 10 
min relaxation. Each sample was subjected to a aeries of loadings starting with 0.25 
MPs and increasing in increments 010.25 MPa. Following each subsequent increase 
in s t m s  a 0.25 MPs load was reapplied, thus providing a history d increasing 
damage. 
The elastic strain is aan as a sudden step a t  the instant of loading or unloading. 
Pmvided the sample don not surer any damage during the test, the instantaneous 
clastic strain 4 for both the load and unload should be equal. As the k t  proceeds 
the strain will gmw with time. As previously mentioned, this time dependant strain 
is comprised of delayed elastic strain and permanent c m p .  If the sample is then 
permiltcd lo relax completely, the remaining strain is the permanent c m p .  It 
should be noted that given the stress levels and loading time of these tests, the 
permanent creep compo~nenl is very small and not easily measured. 
4.3 Test Apparatus 
The uniaxial compression testa were conducted using an MTS load frnttne awl fwd. 
back control system. The load framc (MTS model 312.21) hnr ncnpncily of I1 1 kN 
(12.5/25 kip) and is powered by asinglc hydraulic acluntor. Movcslent of lhe ixlan. 
tor was conlrolled by the master conlml panel (MTS model 413) via thc scrvo-v~l~~c 
and serv~mntroller and the desired load or displacemmt pal11 wm sclrclcd with 
an MTS model 410 digital function generator. Lincnr-unriablc differc~~linl lr isr. 
formers (LVDTs) providod actual values 01 strain and strokc whileat load cell ill lhc 
tesl frame produced a real-timeload history. The load cell and LVDI'r ig~~nir; wem 
conditioned via Schaevitr model SCM 025 signal canditiu~~err. 7hc= dnla weru 
displayed on a Hewietl Packard 7046A X-Y recorder or an MI'S digit4 iadicd.or 
and u well apermanent record of the test data was s t o d  on n pemtlal conlp$mter. 
A schematic of the lest syrtcm can bc found i n  Pigurc 4.1. 
4.4 Experimental Procedure 
The samples for uniaxial compression lesting wcrc sele~lcd fmm ice collected orb 
Hobson's Choice lee Island during Lhe 1990 field t a t  program. Thig ice war cut 
fmm several tert faas and included both intacl, relatively undnmngecl, icc a9 well w 
ice fmm the highly damaged crushed layer. Fmm the lnlsct icc lwo sampler wcrc 
taken fmm vertical sections, while two were cut from hor im~~ta l  mtions. Thiv 
sections of the vertical and Ilorizontai planes were prodwed and tlrc ice cryrtnl 
structure characterized. The three crushed layer samplea wcre lakeu horivnnlally. 
The ice i n  the crushed layer consisted of a congiomsrale of fiuely puiverired ice, 
surrounding larger ice particles (typically c 25 mm diameter), with no nppilrcut 
prefmed crystal orientation. This material can be considcrcd to  bc isotropic u r l  
sample selection was performed to optimize material availability. 
The samples were precision machined t o n  diameter of 54 tnm * 0.05 nun and 
the ends were finished flat and square with the wcrall length sel a t  135 mm i 0.1 
mm. To prevent the preence of cracks or lormntion of other smrh rtrcss rim=, the 
samples were finished with s polished rurlase. This was aeeomplishcd by removing 
the final lsyas of material with a chuck speed of 600 rpm or greater. I'rior to 
testin& a latex membrane was placed over each sample. The sample was ~noastod 
on the low.? platen of the MTS, with the upper platen then bciug Rxcd is plncc. 
The latex membrane dm helped la s u r e  the sample botwccn thc uppcr and lower 
platens. The LVDT collars were set on thesampleand adjustcd so that the IXI)'P3s 
would be aligned vertically with the sample. The nominal gage longtin r a ~  sot lo 
85 mm. Two thermistors, one s t  the top of the sample, and anc at  thc Lattom. 
were secured under the latex membrane. Finally the LVDT stroke was adjclrted 
to zero with a $light positive offset. Figure 4.2 shows a fully instrumc!lted anmplc 
ready lor testing. All tests were performed at  -10 'C f 0.5 'C. 
TheMTS was either set in load contml or strain mntml depending on thcdaircd 
load sequence. For strain mntml tcsh, the signal generator was progrannmcd lo  
produce an inverted ramp with the strain rite given by: 
, 0.99H. 
E = -- 
197 
(4.11 
where H. is the desired ~trokc (mm), I ,  is the xlual  gage Icrylh (mm) and r is the 
period (s). In load control, the signal generatar was rot to pmducc a square wave 

Figvre 4.2: Ioa .ample before (esting. 
with a frequency 01: 
j = - 1  
0.5, 
where 0 57 is the denired pulse time. 
4.5 Data Collection 
Data was recorded by meanoof apaaonnl computer using an io.itoarc data logging 
program. Upon completion of data reording, the hinary dibta liln ~ ~ c r e r n ~ ~ v ~ r k c l  LO 
a series of ASCII (American National Standard Codc for IrtformnUon Intcrclm~~g~~) 
fiier containing tho real time vollage data, which was once aguiu co~~vcrled Lo giw 
realwlun ofload, stress, strain, ctc. Strain data waq subsequently Rlterccl trsitlg I.lbc 
law pass Butterwortb digital filteringrouline of Thc Math Works, PRO.Mn'l'l.Ali 
software package, with the cutoil frquetwy s t  a t  10 Ilr, Thc ~tsnplit~g rnlc wiu 
variable. The load control tests typically had n rmplitlg rate 01 2 1  11% wllile Lhc 
rlrain contml tests were performed at approximately 190 Hz. 
Axial strain data was measured by means or two 6.35 mm LVD7's (totnl rlrnkc 
= 12.7 nnn). The LVDTa wne mounted in c a l l ~ s  and align4 with thc ms~plc.. 
The voltage outpul of each LVDT was i d  into a voltage geuiveragc-ger wlniclo gave om: 
voltage reading to be input to bath the MTS and the data recorder. 'I'hc cbxr>gc 
in length of the sample was thus assumed la ho equal lo the average of tlbe two 
LVDT's. 
Values ofaxial load were acquired by means of a 90 kN load ccll ritaaled within 
the MTS load frame. To increme the rraolution of thc load ccll, the load rango 
could be adjustcd from the MTS contml panel. Experience showed thal lhu hlrnin 
conlml tests could be with a load range of 20 kN while the load conlral 
tests were conducted with a load range of 10 kN. 
Strokeof thc hydraulicram was also m r d e d .  This was accomplished by means 
of a LVDT situated in the hydraulic actuator. Due to the elastic response of the 
load frame, this data was not used to calculate &rain. However it did serve aa a 
mugh check or strain data. 
4.6 Crystallographic Analysis 
As discussed earlier, the Beld test program of 1990 on Hobron's Choice Ice Island 
w a  conducted in multi-year rafted sea ice. Analysis of cores taken s t  the t a t  site 
rcvcnled that the ice eonnirted of layers of snow ice, frazil ice, and columnar ice, 
with the salinity varying between 0 %@ and 4 460 (Gagnon and Sinha, 1991). 
The lour intact ice aamplw were selected fmm indenter face SFR.01. The shin 
section of Figure 4.3, showed this ice to  be in transition, containing both frazil 
and columnar ice. Furthermore, it should be noted thal due t o  the rafting and 
consolidation process- the longitudinal axis of the calumnar grains are no longer 
vcrtical and are now offset by appmximately 37' born the  vertical axir. The gain 
size can be classified as fine t o  exlra large (Cammaert and Mlygeridge, 1988) with 
somegrains reaching 50 mm in length. 
Following each compression test it was noted thal the samples demonstrated 
preferential failure (i.e. the failure wa. concentrated a t  one end of the sample and 
was not uniform throughout), Figure 4.4 shows this behaviour. For twt I l l ,  failure 
occurred along a plane with an angle of 40. fmm the vertical axis, corresponding 
closely la  she longitudinal axis of the columnar grains. The large g a i n  size relative 
to  the sample diameter, dong with easy glide plane. ( b a d  planes) parallel to the 
F i  4.3: Iw aylt.l stmdure from test faee SFR-01. 
Figure 4.4: Prefeential failure of ice sample from test 111 
Figure 4.5: Thin sections of ice sample from test 111; 25 mrn and 100 -from top. 
columnar grains, contribulcd t o  this pmfcmtial failure. 
Thin ==lions, taken at various elevations through t h e r m p l e  mveal t h e  varying 
degrec~ol  damago. Figure 4.5 shows thin sectionsat 25 mrnand 100 m m  fmm t h e  
top of sample SFR-01 follawinb t a t  111. The damage in the t o p  portion ir rlighl 
with rvcral intra-granular crack. (cracks within he grainp) a n d  imlated pockets 
o l  damage. Tho damage at t h e  bottom a1 t h e  sample hawver, is more extreme. 
Through t h e  cenkr of thc thin =tion taken a t  IW mm from the Lop of sample 
SFR-01, a band of finely crushed material is visible. Thia material r a e r n b b  the  
line pulverized ice found in t h e  mushed layer, and appears to be Lhe m u l l  of a 
grinding netiou iu sliding occurs along the failure plane. 
4.7 Constant Strain Rate Test Results 
The intael icesamples wcre tested at threeatrain ralea, 5 x s-',2.5 x 10.' r-', 
and 5 x lo-' 8.'. Neither atrain rate wiu sufficiently large lo cause hrittic failure 
md thus the dutlile t o  brittle transition could not be established. The atreaastrain 
curves lor tests 111. 112, and 114, are shown in Figure 4.6, it can be- from these 
curves that an inereaseinrtiain ratererullain an incre-instrength. Additionally, 
Figure 4.8 pracnlr typical compressive strength data of multi-year sea ire, from 
V ~ I ~ O U S  meal(.i,.,~. 
Tho reload curves of the constan1 strain rate te l r  display some interesting char- 
acleriatira. If a1 some poinl during s test, the load is removed and then reapplied, 
providcd the strain rate is unchanged, the strers consistently returns t o  the p r e  
viaus path. When t h e  stress strain curveis then mnstrurled, i t  appears a if na 
inlerruplions occurred in the load history. It i s  therefore reasonable to suggest t h a t  
7 1: Test 114: ( SrlO"(-4)b ) I 2: Tart 112: ( 25~10^(-4)1s ) 7 
6 3: Tern Ill: ( 5xlO"(-5)b) ; 
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Figam 1.7: Stress-strain: tesla 114 and CII. 
Richler-Menge L Cox * Present work 
Frederking & Timco 0 Schwarz 
Agure4.S: Com~mrsivestmngtl~ data from vnriot~xi~~ttl~nn (I'retlurki~tg~a~~l 'I.itt>r.o. 
1983 and 1984; Richter-Menge and Cox. 1986; Scllwarr, 1!1iO). 
thc mechanical pmpcrtics of the  ice and it8 alate of damage are a function d the  
stress or slrain history. This hehaviovr ern be seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. 
If wo mmparc lhc behaviaur of the intact ice to the ice found in the crushed 
layer, Figure 4.7, wesee that the  icein thecrushed layer is much salter. At astrain 
rate o f 5  x 10.' s-I, the  ice Imm the crushed layer gave a peak s t r e r  of 3.49 MPa, 
only 53 % 01 t h e  idact  ice strength. This pcak occurred at 6 = 0.0015, and the 
plateau was seen approximately 2 MPa. Following two I o d i n e  of 6 = 5 x lo-' 
s-' and r = 0.01, the strain rate was increased t o  i = 1 x lo-' s-' (see Table 4.1 
far s detailed loading scheme) and the second peak was found to  be 2.54 MPa. 
Test C13 did not produce a eharacleridic load trace. With a strain rate a l l  = 
2.5 x lo-%-' a n  initial peak of 1.1 MPa was reached, this occurred at r = 0.0007. 
The load dropped lo approximately 0.9 MPa a n d  once again began to  increase. 
This gradual increase in stress continued until t h e  load was removed a t  6 = 0.01. 
Upor, mioading the stress increased to approximately 1.43 MPa and remained fairly 
constant. 
4.8 Creep Test Results 
Tile crecp ta ts ,  a3 discussed in Section 4.2, were performed on: intact ice, predam- 
aged ice (damaged toe = 0.02). and crushed ice (ice taken fmm the highly damaged 
crushed layer). T h a e  tepts were conducted with the  applied loads varying between 
0.25 MPa nnd 1.0 MPa. There testa can be used to  deterrniue the  individual con- 
ponenta of strain, i.0. clastic strain, delayed elartic atrain, and permanent uiacouo 
flow. This =tion sumrnsriza the mechanical response of the ice samples under 
the pnviourly described load condilionr. 
Values of elaslic modulus, mcasured from both lhc lunr l iy  and tu~>loih~li~lg ~DI. 
tion of thc load cycle, did not always corrcapond prccisciy, nnd is atnc r a n  the 
diferenm reached21 96. This was m extrentecnse but typically thc valuer run. i n )  
very good agreement. Whcn considering the compiclc dntn ssl, thnc value. r c ~ r  
lound to be within 0.5 % d o n e  another. 
Table 4.2; E l ~ t i c  modv l~s  dala. 
Crushed 
As expected, the intacl ice samples gave the highest value of elastic stod~>i~rs. 
wilh the average bdng E = 6.61 GPa. The average value or elnslic rnc~cl~~io~s for 
the predamaged samples was E = 5.92 GPa, while tile crunltcd ice gave the iowcnl 
average valueof eiutic modulus, E= 4.35 DPa. Tablc4.2 conlins a brielnum~nary 
of lhis elastic modulun data. T h w  value of elastic modulu%, pi~rtict~lnrly tltosa 
of the intact ice, are lower lhan expected. Ideally, tile elastic modulus should ihe 
approximately 9.5 GPa. Increased porosity 01 the natural sea icc would tend to  
lower this value. Additionally, the test apparatus can influence lheac rcaults. Tllc 
MTS cannot produce a perfect step load; a Lnile time is required l a  apply thc load 
and alight overshoots i n  load are typical. 
With a rimplc damage model, damage 01 the clastic modulus can be upresscd 
w E = (1 - D)E,  whcre E. is the reference elmtic madulus and D is the damage 
parameter. If the i n t a t  ice is usumed undamaged, then the predamaged sampler 
hsvc b a n  damaged by 10.5 % (D=O.iOS) and the crushed ice samples have been 
damagad by 34.4 % (D=0.344). 
Time dependant strain (creep) includes both permanent virmus flaw and d e  
laycd elaptic mmponcnls. Experimentally therc components of r t d n  are difficult 
l a  distinguish. however t h e  following lusumptiona h a w  been usd. With s low 
level a1 st- and a short loading time, the permanent viacour c r s p  strain, c. of 
an undamaged sample will bc very smell and the delayed ellutio strain, sr will 
dominate. The strain-lime curve of test 113 can be used to demonstrate this point 
(relcr to Appmdix A). The undamaged strain-time trsceof test 113 ahowa that any 
permanent dclarmalion of the lample is unmemreable. It i s  therefore resronable 
Lo nrrume that t h e  time dependant strain is primarily delayed clwtic. A slight 
downward slope of there strain time traces is noticeable however thin is attributed 
to  signal conditioner drift. 
Plotting told creep strain against stress for each time interval reveals a slight 
nonlinearity and an estimateoftheexponent of s t m  wasdetermined from the slope 
of lag-log plata of stresl and drain, see Figure 4.9. T h e  value ol tha exponents for 
undmaged, predamaged and inta t  ice are p r ~ e n t e d  in Table 4.3 and the average 
valuc is found to b e  1.33. It ahould he noted that inc-ing damage appears to 
havcvery iiltlelnfluenceon theuponent. Thesevalues arein agmmentwith those 
presantcd by C-Cure (1990). 
Damaging the ice sample not only reduces the elartie modulur, but also acts 
Total Creep at t=20 s 
'Undamaged. Test 113: n=1.35 
o Predamagcd, Test 113: n=1.35 
t Crushed, Test CIZ: n=1.5 
Agure 4.9: Loblog plot of slrers vr. strain a1 20 r. 
Table 4.3: Slopcr of Log(-) vs. Loglr). 
2.5 r 10 s 15 s 20 s 
to cnhnnce creep and delayed elastic strain. Rom the damaged creep teals of I13 
and 114. (again refer ta Appendix A), permanent deformation can be measured 
with all l o d r  010.5 MPa or greater. In thew tests, creep strain is catimated as the 
s>,recovered portion of strain. Likewise, ice sampler taken from the highly damaged 
crurllcd laycr show similar behaviour. 
'Table 4.4 prcscnts a summary of the stmin component data for each nominal 
loading icc type. Additionally, to  roughly qusr.tify crcep enhancement, a ratio 
01 ( ~ d  + L ~ )  to L, is pierenled. Furthermore, the elfcct of damage on the elastic 
modulus and thc enl,ancement of delayed elastic and creep strain ir graphically 
reprcsenled in Figure 4.10. Plots ol rtrain vs, time for each ice type; undamaged. 
pmdnmagcd and crushed, are superimposed upon one another lor loadings of 0.25 
hll'a nncl O.i5 MPa. It is clcarly shown that increasing damage not only affects the 
elastic component olstrain but also greatly enhancer creep and the delayed elastic 
slrain. 
( m q m w  ) u!ell~ 
Table 4..1: Strain mmponent data at 20 s 
Chapter 5 
Finite Element Analysis of 
Ice-structure Interaction 
Complex ice feature geometries, sophislicded consttlalivc. saodrls iand a widr wri. 
or geomelrien dictate tllc or llllmericn~ n,ode~~i.g tcc~l.iclal.l r~,, 
the solulion af many ice-structure interaction prol,lernr. Evan will, stdc-of-tile-art 
modelling teehniqucs, the realistic behaviour of many ~~atara l  plncnot,actlik rastwt Ihc. 
reproduced rigorously. I n  all modelling routines, the cngit8ucr is r r~~ui rcr l  lcr tmrke 
.implirying assumplions and to idealize pmroscr. sllcll is tllr r~,. tia. 
following analysis. 
The ultimalc goal of tho present work is to model tlle lurid flucilialions or By. 
namic response experienced during ice-drudurc inlcrsrlions. Such n rnndei ~vo!nld 
requires detailed knowledge of  the slruclurc, the ice fcalt~rc and lhu Irrharc Ipro- 
ceases. This modcl must bc capable of simulating tho clearing and cxlnwios of l,hc 
pulverized ice must dro be addressed. Additioadly, IaydrcJyna~nic ekc lx  cnulcl 
influence thir model. At  thir timesuch a task would hc overwl~elming. llawevcr it 
is possible l o  simulate many individual aapocts of the prucem. 
In the proceeding chapters, the readers attenlion liar bcen focarcd an the c.n- 
istcnce or an intermediate laycr of highly damqed or crushed ice. Additionally, 11 
ha? hccn shown that ice-induced vibrations ollen accompany ice-structure inlerw- 
tionr. At this time, the influence or the intermediate layer on the global load will 
hc investigated. I t  should be noted that this analyris is intended to  reproduce the 
load upswiug of one typical crushing cycle. 
This analysis Itas been performed lor several material models. These included: 
purely elaslic, damaging vircoelatic and damaging viscoelastic with a viscous inter- 
mediate laycr, Additionally, rimuiations were conducted to account ior a reduction 
i n  c l k t i ve  contact m a .  The results o l  each rimulation were compared to actual 
medium scale test data. Teat NRC-06 of the 1989 lee Island experimental program 
wa. chosen ar the verification lest. Unfortunately, the load-time tr- of the 1990 
Ice Island 1-1 scrics an: not yet released to the public domain and hence could not 
be presented at this time. 
"ABAQUS" was utilized l o  perbrm the finite element analysis. This aoltware 
package provided the lacilities to  generate the mesh, specify the boundary sondi- 
t iom and ducribc the indenter characteristics. A damaging viscodastic model war 
not available in  ABAQUS and so a user-defined submutine was used to  describe 
the material properties a l  ice. This user-daned subroutine, "DILAT" was written 
and implemented by McKennaet al. (1990a and 199Ob). Difficulties also amse i n  
specifying the material properties br the intermediate crushed layer. I t  was post". 
lnted that varying the inpvt parameters of the uaer-defined rubmutine DlLAT could 
provide an weeptable approximation o l  n highly viseou~ layer but this hypothepis 
rqu i red verilication. 
5.1 Verification of Viscous Behaviour 
5.1.1 Verification Model 
lihcisin et al. (19i6) pmposcd that the interntediatr layer could I,r ro~wrl, l tul irnI 
ar a Newtonian fluid bctwrm two rigid plates. Clorcrl-forst wlalioa~s dehrril,iilg thix 
behaviour can be found in  the literature but dilficultiea arisc rherl cons~c r . r~ i~~~  tlr.rc. 
closed-form equations to  the finite clement model. ABAQUS docs not costtail, tbr 
lacilities necessary Lo model a purely viscous Iaycr and tlwrcforc ~nalerinl ~modrlr 
must be modified to approxilnate lhis beh&$,iour. Il lhc idealized virrot~lirvtic. ~nndc! 
for ice (see Pigurc2.3) is examined, i t  can be wen l l ~ s t  riaculls slrai!, will ~lorsia~lc. 
i f  the ela~lic moduli are very s t i l l  mlativc to tile v i rco~~r  flow compar:st. l'ls. 
following mod4 was developed to verify wolher or no1 ABAQUS, sill, s>odilic,d 
ccnstitutive equations, could approximate a very v i r~our  Ruid. 
Assuming the intermediate layer behaves ar n fluid implies that t h i ~  laym will 
flow under any applied shear r t re~r .  Additionally, lhir as~u~nptiort stmgycrla that the 
volume change due to an applied load must be very small or negligiblc. 1'urtls.r- 
more, the Newtonian fluid assumption infers a lillcar relaliondtip hetacen apl>licd 
shear s t r w  and shear rate. Typically, for ice, tho viscous flow cum[,oncut o f  slmin 
follows a power law relationship with an exposent n = 3. Water is mnaidenvl r, 
be a Newtonian fluid, that iil n = 1. It ir reasonable to  cnpcct t l lst thc visrour 
component ofcrushed ice would follow apowcr law with as exponent in  tho rangoor 
n = 1 t o n  = 3 but unfortunately, an acceptable value of this exponent is yc t  lo Irc 
established. In this analysis, the intermediate layer is treatad ar a non-Ncwtonixs 
nuid i.e.. the e ~ i v e  ircaity is a runction 01 %tress ~ i t h  = 3. 
Using the m e  of a fluid between two rigid plales, the lollowing analysis war 
perfanned. McKcnnact al. (1990a and 1990b) developed a dama+ng viraoelartic 
modci for ice and produced a user defined submuline DiLAT. for use with the 
fi!tito clcrnent analysis program ABAQUS. By  varying input parameters, DILAT 
could produce a highly viscous material response. A 50 mm thick layer of viscous 
malerial, as dncribed by DILAT, was placed between two 1 m wide platee. The 
plates wero awumed Lo be in f in i t~ ly  long i n  the vcrtical direction. This allowed 
extrusion i n  the horiwnlal plane only (plane strain state drtresr). Corresponding 
10 tesl NRC-00 of the 1989 tesl arics, the plates were brought together at a rate 
01 20 mm/s. 
Duc l o  symmclry il was only necessary to m ~ d c l  one quarler of thesystem, refer 
to Figurn 5.1. T h i ~  segment war discrctiwd into 125 equally sized elements (5 rows 
of 25 elements) using 4 noded plane strain elements (ABAQUS type CPEIR). A 
rigid surlacc described the indenter and interfaceelements (ABAQUS lype IRS21) 
wcn? ulilizcd lo  provide the stress distribution wrmr the contact face. 
Far a viscous fluid, parlicle vdocity at contacting surfaces must be zero. To meet 
this criteria, boundary cosditions wera set t o  restrict relative movement betwan 
the rigid surface and all nodes conlacting the rigid surface. Additionally, since only 
one qvarler of the system was required, boundary conditions ware set so that the 
model would besymmetrical about t heX  and Y axis. Thelayer war squeezed from 
50 m m  to 45 mm at a rate of 20 mm/s. This corresponded to r total t ime of 0.25 
s. Again, since the model war symmetrical about Ihe X axis the dgid surface need 
only translates total 012.5 mm. 
With lubrication theory and the configuration shown in  Figure 5.1, s Newtonian 
fluid wil l  produce a parabolic pressure dislribuliou when,; 
& = 9," *%, 
I,= 4 (5.l) 
and a is the irtdentstion velocity while p is the si~cosity A mnlplclc rlc,rival.ius 111 
thisexpression can be found in  Jordaac and ?'islor. (1986). 
5.1.2 Verification Results: 
I t  has Lee" poslulated that an inlerrncdiatc viscotrs laycr couirl be p r~d tmc~ I  I>y 
modifying tho urnstitulive equslians of the duimagi~lg vircuelasiie mudel. llring 
the previously described finite element rnodcl and lhr~v ?iob of arvaterial prupcrlic3, 
this hypothmis was investigatcrl. Eslimalcs of each camportertt ol tltc viscoelnrtic 
rnodd, for crushed ice, were acquired fmm the uniaxial comprcsrion leal program 
(Test C12). Theae values were considered to bc a re-nable starting point far thc 
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analysis. The spring conztant. of the Maxwell and Kelvin units were hdd constant 
for all trials, but to softcn the dashpots, the creep constants were increased by 
l n c l o ~  of 10 and 100 for trials 2 and 3 respectively. A aurnmary of the material 
eonstanls for each of the three trial runs are presented in Table 5.1. It should 
be noted that although a damaging vircoolastic model was used, the damage pa- 
rameters were set such that the material properties do not change throughout the 
simulations. 
The rnult ing pressurn distribution af encll simulntio~ is sl~ortt is  I'igttre 5.". 1, 
is clearly shown lhat increasing the crccp prmtnelers of Llnc l ir lvis aed hlnxwt.11 
units produces two dominant e(lcar. Thee ere, tile peak stress is rcch~crcl rind 
the pressure distribution appears more parabolic i.c.. tho tnnlerinl portrays a IN\UW 
viscour behaviour. From trial 1, the preasnre ren>nins ~~n i f o rm  for lilt fin1 0.25 101. 
r u g r t i n g  an elaslic rnponse, beyond which a more viscous lhcltaviottr is r\,idad 
The pressure distrihulions of trials 2 and 3 are characlerislic or a r isour  Ilsicl. 
Although the shaped the prcssurc di~lribuliorts arc rcn.oabd,lc, peak s1rr.ru.r 
are higher than anlicipatcd. Field mcasuremenlr suggest l l lnl peak slrcsscs rho!tld 
beof theorder 0150 lo 100 MPn whilelhesin~ulntiosr prcdiclcd peak rtnrjsrs af18!1 
l o  481 MPa. For this airnulalion the crushed layer is being sguccrcd hclwcc~t wo 
rigid plales. Wi lh  full scale ice indentations the c r u r l ~ ~ ~ l  l i ~ yc i  is sitomlc~I I,rlwcr~ nb 
indenter (or structure) and the icc foalure u l d  peak slresrw arc partially r l~rl ihtc~l 
by the deformation response of llte ice. 
The influolceof element size is also a concers. I t  i* cxpccted llmnl extn~sioc# of 
the crushed layer wil l  bc hindered ii the elemenl sizc approaches llbc crusl~c~l layer 
thickness. A slight madifisation la  the modcl 11- bees twcd l o  den~assln~tv tllc 
inhence of element size. Initially, thc modcl was discrctizcd rtlrln tBat 10 elc~nsnlr 
(5 elements lor 112 the layer) urmpriwd the crushed layer thickness. l'hc rwn>bur 
ofelemonta across the layer were reduced lo 2 and the 1018.1 decrrn?~d hots 125 to 
5. Figure 5.3 demonatrales that an insuliicicnt number of elcmcr~t~ cnlmnces the 
modal rtiflneos and impedn the mobility ol &he crushed layer. I t  should be noted 
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5.2 Description of Test NRC-06 (1989) 
Test NllC-06 was performed with tho single actuator cconflguration o l the indenla- 
lion system dcrcribed in  Chaptor 3. The indentor wan flat and circular with a 1 m 
dimotcr. The test face, ar shown in  Figure 5.4, consisted of a trunealcd vertical 
wedgc with an initial contact width or 120 mm and sides sloping at  33. Thc syrtcm 
was sot la penelralc the irc lace 30 m m  at a rate of 20 mmls. 
1:igure 5.5 displays thc resultirtg load-lime trace with the peak load reaching 
1.8 MN. I t  is intereating to note that the amplitude and period of each crwhing 
cycle appcnrJ to  iocmase with time. The power rpmlrum of Figure 5.6 shows 
thc dominant crushing frequency to he approximately 15 He. From the Ioad-time 
trilcc, i t  can be noted thuil the characteristic aaw-tooth pattern is superimposed on 
a Iatlg ]period wave of approximately 2 Hz. The total energy input Lr Lest NRC-06 
war detcrmincd l o  bc 18 k.! and the energy incrcared i n  a aeries of steps which 
mrrrrpond with each load Bnctuation, refer to P i y r e  5.7. 
5.3 NRC-06 Simulation 
5.3.1 Finite Element Model of NRC-06 
AR previou~ly staled, this finite element analysis model was intended Lo simulate 
tho load upswing of onc crushing cycle. Additionally, several material response 
models wcrc investigated, these include: 
purely elastic material response: 
. damaging viseoelaslie material rclponae; 
Total load: NRCM 
Time (s) 
Figure 5.5: Load-Lime lracc of NIIC-08 
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Figure 5.6: Power spectrum of NRC-06 
Figure 5.T: Total encrgy input of NItC-06 

The ice war modelled a. a damaging viscoclaslic mnlcrini, rftcr h l c l i s ~ s a  ct ni. 
(1990s and 1990b), using the user defined rubmutinc DILAT. In thia model. 1Inc 
ice was treated as a continuum and unfortunately discrete "vents such as spnilil$g 
or flaking were not considered. The input p~irametcra whiell clcscribc bite ~rtatcrirl 
propertien are found in Table 5.2, thesc were taken from Xina (1981). In crises where 
a crushed layer war pmeot, an element sel wa. defined adjacent to  tho indeslnr. 
This element get wa. provided with independml malarial propcr t i~~.  Tllc c r ~ ~ r l ~ n l  
layer pmperties haw been chosen fmm the uniaxial compmsion tcsl data and 
additional aimuiations were performed with the c m p  pnrnmelcrs i n c r c a d  n 
factors of I0 and 100. T h e e  parameters can bc found in Tnblc 5.1. AHAQUS 
contains facilities to modd the purely elastic case and the rlartic mod~~ilnr lor Lltia 
run was sel a t  8000 MPa. 
Ideally the model is conceptualized as a ami-infinitc platc, althottgh in rcalily. 
it must have some finite size. If the model is large relative lo tho rolltact nrca 
and the penetration a semi-infinileslate can be appmximutod. For tihis modcl. 
the ratio 01 the maximumcontact length to the length of the fmnt edgc wzu 1/10, 
Additionally, with increasing distance from the indentor, strain in thc ice wadd 
approach zero. Thenfore, the boundary conditions ware set strcll lhs l  Lhc back and 
right edges are fully restrained. The model was also gmmelrical and lhe central 
=is was appropriately restrained (ie. movement of the left edge is mlrictcul in8 
direction 1, see Figure 5.8). The iron1 edgc war treated as a irce surfaco execpt 
where it came in contact with the indentor. The friction caedcient hetwecn 1110 ice 
and the indentor war assumed to be 0.15. Finally, the indentor wea only pcrmittod 
+-7 
Figure 5.8: Finile element model ol NRC-06 
Tabh 5.2: Material properties of sea ice (Xim 1991). 
Parameter V n l l l r  
Poisson's Ratio 
Temperalure -10 "C 
B 1 MPa and -10 'C 
Elastic Modulus (Kelvin unit) 3550 MPn 
I Reference Crack Numbcr 1 20.000 
Delayed Elastic Strain Paramctev 
Q 1 MPa and -10 "C 
h 
Critical Stress for Cracking 
I Dilat 1 1 0.25 
8.80 x s-' 
8 
3 MPa 
Dilat 2 1.5 
to aansiasdircctly into tho ice face (all degrrra offreedom,except direction 2, were 
rcalrainod). 
5.3.2 NRC-06 Simulation Results 
As previously discussed, the pucpre  of this analysis is t o  madcl one load upswing 
of a typical crushing cycic. Also of interest is the pressure distribution at the ice- 
indentcr interface. Tmt NRC.06 of the 1989 field t n t  prabrm was chosen as the 
verilication test. Additionally, varioua material responoe madeis were investigated. 
Observations from the 1990 field test program showed that within each test face 
thcrc were zones where the crushed layer diminishes to zero. 11 has been suaeted 
that thew? zones carry the majority of the load. To investigate thin hypotheis, the 
clloet of reducing the contact area has been included with this malyris. 
Thc purciy elastic case showrd very poor agreement with the teat results. This 
elastic andyais suggested that the peak ioad should approach 120 MN contrasting 
shsrply wilh the measured value of 1.8 MN (see Figure 5.9). The rate of increase 
or l o d  does not compare well either. Average rates of increw in ioad, on the 
load upswing of the crushing cycle, were approximately 8.5 MN/s while that of the 
purely elastic model reached 78 MNjs. Additionally, peak pressure measuced a t  
the icc indenter interface, were on the order of 75 MPa while predicted pressures 
of the clastic model, mangad fmm 600 MPa to 1600 MPa. 
P~cdicticn d total load fmm the damaging vircoelastic model can be sem in 
Figure 5.10. This model slm wer estimated the global ioad. Fmm this simulation 
the maximum load wa7 estimated to be 8.5 MN. The initial rate of increase in load 
wm also relatively high. 75 MN/., and approached that of the purely elastic case. 
Figure 5.9: Purely elartic sirnulalion or NRC-06 (I-l'irlilc clcss.st llnrlirlios, 2
NRC-06 load history.) 
Aflcr approximately 0.15 8 ,  the ice began to creep. At this point, the prcdictcd 
load remained fairly constant except for continuous, small fluctuations. It should 
bo notcd that thne load fluctuations wereassociate* with the model discrctizat'on 
and cannot bc considered to be cruahing cycles. Unfortunately this model did not 
consider discrete events such aa spalling or Asking. In the work of Ian Jodaan 
u t d  Asociatcs (1991). it wns ahown that such events not only contributed to load 
fluctuations hut also substantially influenced the global luad. 
The damaging vircoelastic model predicted peak pressures to br  between 80 
MPa and 90 MPa. These pra3uroa occurred at about the 0.1 a time interval. The 
initial p-um distribution wns very similar to that of the purely elarticmodel, with 
maximum pmaures occurring a1 the outer edhe af the contact lace. As creep began 
to  dominate, the pressure distribution became more parabolic with the maximum 
pressures occurring a t  the center (see Figure 5.11). 
Threcsetp ofereep phramelers wereutilized for thooesimulations which included 
a cruahcd layor (see Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14). For each, the crushed layu 
thickness ws. etnmed to  bc MI mm. The best eslimato of global load war achieved 
from the simulation with the lowest crushed layer viacooity. Wr this run, the creep 
parameters determined fmm the uniaxial eompre~sian tests were i n c r e d  by a 
factor of 100 (Table 5.1, Trial 3) and the peak load in this case war determined to 
be 1.95 MN. When the measured creep parameters were utilized (Table 5.1, Trial 
I), the peak load waa found lo be 8.5 MN and increasing these parmetera by s 
factor of 10 (Table 5.3. Trial 2) gave a maximum force of 4.2 MN. The magnitude of 
contact pressures, for each simulation which incorporated a crushed layer, appeared 
to be reasonable. These values ranged fmm 13 MPa to TO M P s  A summary of 
Figure 5.10: Damaging viscoolwlic simulation o l  iNllC-06 (I- l?isl(r. rlcs~c~sl, pn,- 
diction. 2-NRC-06 load history). 
br- 
io io 30 i o  5b m 
Distance from Ccntcrlins (mm) 
Figurc 5.1 1: Pressure distribution oldamaging viacoelarilie mod81 at selected times. 
t h e  results can be found in  Table 5.3. 
Although the order of magnitude of the contact presnares is ncccptabie. 1hc 
pressure distribution was not as expected. For each lhc mnximam pressure accarr 
at about 60 m m  fmm the centerlinc, rorruponding to the initial cdgc of the contact 
face. This e&ct is believed to be influancod by the doformation of ice hchirld thc 
mushed layer. Maximum levelaoI~lress and damage are found at this lucatiotl and 
a. well the confining pressures ale minimum. Additionally, on lhc nlopircg icc fw.c, 
the indenter is mntinueusly contacting new, undamngcd ice. This Bnilc clcmcllt 
analysis treats the ice ar a continuum, and i t  is not ye1 capable of clcnring the 
highly damaged material. As a result, the iee which would nor~nally be cjceldd 
fmm the interface m a i n s  and contributes to the load. 
Thus far, thin analysis arsumcd that the load ia dist~ibutcd owr the !borninnl 
contac? area. The appearance of the test face mupled with nndiun>.scaic nncn- 
aurements d contact prearurFs su@ted that the load i s  conccntraled at discrete 
segments of the contact face. Fmm Chapter 3, estimates of clleclivc contacl areal 
implied that t,he load is carried by a zone vhich is nppmximalely 35 91 of the 
nominal contact area. With slight modifications to the linitc elcmenl ntodel, thc 
influence of effective contact area ura~ investigated. I t  was assumed that the eos- 
lact zone would be situated at the gmmelric center of the 1051 Incu. By  using the 
"MODEL CHANGE" facility of ABAQUS, several rows oreiemenl~ won? remov'rl 
and the effective contact area reduced. Corresponding with field moarurcmcntr 
this area was reduced to  35 1 of the nominal and the analysis wa* rcpcatcd for lhe 
purely elartic and damaging vigcoelastic models. 
Once q a i n  the purely elastic model overntimatcd the global I-. Thcovcrall 
Figure 5.12: Viscoas layer simulation of NRC.06: Creep parameters x l  (l-Finite 
elernen1 pdic l ion.  2-NRC-06 load hiaory). 
Figure 5.13: Viscous lwer simulation 01 NRC-06: Creep p;krarncterr x 10 ( I  I'isilc: 
element prediction, 2-NRC-06 load history). 
Figure5.1~1: Viscous layersirnulation of NRC-06: Creep parameters xlOO (I-Finite 
clcrncnl prediction. 2-NRC-06 load history). 
load approached 65 MN with aioading rnlc of 59 WN/s. Pak pmaares rcn. ~ l r o  
much higher that expected: 500 to 1800 MPa. 
The damaging viecoelaotic model wilh reduced eRective contact arcn ~ n v c  n 
reasonable prediction of pesk load, 3.2 M N  but the initid Ionding rate 0157 h l N / ~  
was exensive. The order 01 magnilude of the contact pmntres wnr riro necoplnblr. 
and ranged from 20 to 90 MPn. One partieula~ly interesting characteristic 01 this 
load-time trace was a substantial drop in load (sa Pigure 5.15). Dnmngc proccssm 
initiated a t  the outer edge of the conlsct zone and pmcecdcd inward. T l k  atmi,,. 
softening resultcd in a reduction of the  global load. C~yslnllograpbic maly~is  front 
the medium-m.1. test program showed Lhat in. taken from the arens "r so appnreut 
crushed layer displayed a substantial dcgree of damagc. Applyiug somc irmitinl 
damage state to the ice in t h e  efective contact z c ~ c  would most prnhably prnLtcc 
a reduction in loading rate. 
The reaulls of t h e  previous analysis are sumn~nrized in Pigure 5.16. Tllc initial 
loading rates for the  various material modelo are compared t o  a lypical crttshing 
cycle of test NRC-06. It is elearly evidenl that an elastic matorid response averor- 
timstpl the measured load. This holds true even when tho cflcctivc costal.  are, is 
reduced. 
One other aopect must be addressed before the purely e l a t i c  model can be 
dismiaed. Nominally, the indentation rate wa. specified a. 2 0  mmls. llowcvcr 
the displacemenGtime record revealed a variable indentation rate. As a muit  of 
the indentation system compliance, the indentation rate wan shown t o  vary with 
the load Euctuation.. Claaer examination of the displacement-lime record revonled 
that ~ r i s t i o n s i n  the  indentation ratecorresponded to the load fluduations. As tlm 
Pilure 5.15: Predicted load-lime tram fxom llle damaging vilcoelartic model with 
a reduced cllcctivc contact area. 
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total I d  incmmd, t he  Indentation rate wm typicdly less than the nominal rate. 
Hnwcvcr, as the load dropped, the indenter sursed forward. Displacement rates, 
carreponding to load increases, were ulirnated to be approximately 12 mrnla. 
Anslysia of the  mort e x t m e  case (i.e. reduced mntact a m  and  reduced inden- 
lation rate), gave a loading rate  of appmximately 35 MN/r. Even under these 
conditions, the elutic model ex& t h e  measured value of 8.5 MN/s. Repeating 
Lltno calcttlatioos for the damaging viacoelmtic model gave si very similar ~esult, 
i.a. the  initial loading rate w a r  determined to be 34.7 MN/a. 
6 .  1. Elastic 
1,' 
2 Viraelastic 
3. Viscosity parameter x 1 
5 - 4 VistO~ity parameter x 100 
5. mc05 
Figure 5.16: Estimat- of loading rales for mriour rnal~.rial nnodrls 
Chapter 6 
Discussion of Results and 
Conclusions 
In may 1990 a medium-scaleice indentation trats prop.:m wwae conducted on Hob- 
son's Choice Ice Island. T h e  predominant failure mode exhibited during these in- 
denlalion t a t s  wrs mushing, dthough some spslling evmts w e e  observed. Macro- 
scopically, all failure surfaces portrayed some common attrihuw, these are: I) 
spall areas, 2) eon- of highly crushed or pulveneed ice and 3) regions of no a. .. 
e n t  crushed layer. The physical characteristics of the  failure surface ruggats thal 
high pressure lones should mrrelate with those areas where the pulverized layer is 
thinnest; superimposing t h e  final measured peak pressures an the failure surface 
did  not to renal such a phenomena. Comparative dewily analysis of the crushed 
layer and the intact ice showed t h a t  substantial dilatation had occurred during 
t h e  damage process. Additionally, the density of the crushed layer appeared lo 
be heavily influenced by t h e  confining pressure. That is the d e d t y  of the pulver- 
ized ice was hishest at the centre of the crushed face, where the confining pressure 
was highest, and gradually decreased towards the periphery. Meaourementn of the 
crushed layer showed that i t s  average thickness was on theorder of50 mm while the 
memured maximum appmachei 173 mm. Addilionally, mirrorcapic ~~azniant iosr  
of the exlruded partidn revealed that pressure or friction rnclling atid aixttering 
pmcenes were -live during the crushing event; in-ail" ternpcmtarc .l"asan.,,,c,,tr 
supported this hypothesis (Gqnon and Sinha 1991). 
If observationr of the failure surface^ are compared to typical load-timc Imintoricr. 
several anornalica arise. Examination of test NRC-06 o i  the 1989 ficid kcst pmogrilrn 
showed the average cruahing frequency to be appmimalely 15 Ilr. Will, tl,e rmm- 
lnal indentation rate being 20 mm/s, a theoretical eruahd lnycr tliickners of 1.3 
mm was estimated. This value is much lower than typical measuremcc~lr of crurhcd 
layer thickness. Furlhermore. the peak prenure locatio!~ does not secrwriiy curre- 
apand 0 zone where the crushed layer is apparently nor~cxirlent Ohservntiorw 01 
the ~hyrical characterigtics of the test face suggests lhsl tile major portion ni tllc 
load ir carried by regions with no crushed layer but superinnposing final rneGarc- 
mentsof peak pressure,on the test face, shows that lhc pulverized ico marst possess 
substantial load carrying abilily. Denrily measuremcnta of Lilt crushed layer also 
support lhia claim. 
The uniaxial c o m p r ~ ~ i a n  lent. showed thal inercming tlsc damage rtntr. con- 
tributed to creep enhancement. Microscopic examinslion of tllc ire behind the 
zone olno apparent crushed layer revealed r very high lcvel of damage (Kenny d a1 
i991). It is therefore m n a b i e  10 expect this materid Lo hc dominalcd by c m p  
but triuial tests are required lo verify this srs~lmption. Thc firtito 
dement analysis also showed that a uniform viscous layer is a rcasovrble assamp- 
tion. This layer produce an averaging effect which allows an ~mcplafilc predielion 
of t h e  global lord but it cannot address the problems 01 large pressute gradients or 
localized zones of high prcsaun. 
Finally, it can be expected that the crushing and extruliion process follows a 
mixed made. Recall fmm Chspler 5 that  the load time trace of test NRC-06 
consisted d a 15 Hz load cycle superimposed upon a longer period wave of 2 Hz. 
It is post~blated tllal the  long period cycle is associated with the formation and 
cxtrurion of the  pulverized layer, while random, localized z o n e  of high pressure 
conlribulc Lo t h e  higher frequency crushing cycle. 
6.1 Conclusions 
As a result of the investigations prerented herein, the following eondusionr have 
bean established: 
When ice ir failing by crushing, a layer of highly damaged or pulverized ice 
exills adjacent lo the rtruclun or indmtor and the deformation of this layer 
in  dominated by creep and viacous flow procerrn. 
Modelling the crushed layer a s  purely elwtic material is unacceptable, even 
lor very short loading periods. 
. Zoner in the  contact facc with an indialinguishable crushed layer, have typi- 
cally been associated with high pressurn. I t  may be morenalisticto consider 
the= zones la be center. of extrusion. In this manner, potential high pressure 
sites are not mtricted l o  there area.. 
. Increusing thclevel of damage in ice produces aubrlantial creep enhancemenl. 
Furthermore, damage appears to have a nr-lch greater ineuence on creep rate 
than an elastic modulus. 
The pulv-rizd layer pomesses substantial load cnrryisg nbilirier nncl ltigh 
pres~ures s ~ r  not restricted to aieas whme thc pulverirml layer thirkrtesr di- 
minirhc. t o  zem. 
The uniform viscous layer assumptior! pmduccs n wmnnnblc c*titn;lle ol 
global load but i t  cannot address the pmblcms of large prcsaunc grarlicstx 
or localized mnes of high pressure. 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
In recent years substantial advances have bcen mad. is the area ol icc.sl.runetarr 
interactions and the svailsbility of computing rnourcs has nlcouragcd t l ~ e  n18181i- 
cation of d. .age mwhanicr Lo this problcrn. Additiovtally, lhc medium scnlc field 
indentation programr, couplcd with the vast supply of irhorntsry lest data ha* con- 
tributed to the knowledge of ice-structure intcmctiona. tlowcver, mmcy qaestiots 
still remain. 
Although, under uniaxial state of stress, the stras.~traie behaviotrr ul icc is 
very well defined, additional work could be performed to munsurm dnmngc stntrs 
at incremenlal  step^ along the stres8,train curve. Full m d  smdisn, ~cnlr. tcst d n t ~  
have shown lkat  confining pressures ran excced 70 MPa. Confined mrnprcssin~b 
teals wi th hydmstalic prearum i n  exc;ms of 50 hlPa are rare hut nxcnti*l. 
At the present time, knowledge of the behaviour ol crualad or pulvcrimd icc ir 
mainly spwulative. Very little such data are available is the public domain nrhcl 
the rsngeofmnditions, under wl~lch this material hsr been lcrlcd, is limited. Onm 
again, confined compression tnts, with hydmstatic pmsurescxceeding 50 MPnnm 
essential. There testa should measure the mechanical mponac of the pulverized ice 
and as well, d tcmpt  to simulate the  conditions necessary for p-re melting a t  
particle interfaces. 
Thc model of iur.structure interaction, described within thia work, defines ao 
intermediate layer d pulwrized ice adjmnt t o  the strudure. Unfortunahly, t h e  
transition of ice fmm a continuum t o  B inass of di~crete particles is not well under- 
stood and thecriteriswhich govern such a proceu havenot been established. 
Picld observations hwe shown that for full ssale icastructure interactions, ;aver- 
age contact prcrrurea are aubstanlially lower than the uniaxial compre*siveltrength 
of ice. Convemely, zones of very high p m u r e  uis t  a t  the interfm. Additionally, 
e s t i m a t ~  of an efectiw contact area have been included. A morerdiable rjtimate 
of thceflcctivecontact area, especially in cases where the ice is filing by crushing, 
would enhance the vndentanding of the icestructure interaction pmsess. One por- 
sible tmhnique would hr to  ulilim PVUF film (refer to  Chapter 3) over an entire 
indenter face. This would pmvide a real-time pressure history for a continuous 
contart area. 
With respect to  finite element modellingof theice-structure interaction process, 
clearing of highly damaged ice is not erily acramplished. Pmently ABAQUS 
does not allow mtomatic removal of such highly damaged elements. Manually 
manipulating the finite element models and removing elements with a p d e f i n d  
levelof damagemay pmduce amore realirticload.time eurve. Furlhnmore,discrete 
events such a3 spslling or flaking are very difficult to model. These occurrenv~ an 
inherent components of ice-strudure interactions and lhey have been shown to  
contribute substantially to the load-time histories. 
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Uniaxial Compression Test Data 
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Appendix B 
Input Data File for ABAQUS 
Version 4-8-4 
SIMULATION OF TEST NRC-06 FROM THE 
I889 FlELD TEST SERIES 
'IIEADINO 
SIMULATION OF TEST: NM-06 


































































CREATE RIGID SURFACE AND INTERFACE 
* a  
ELEMENTS FOR INDENTER SIMULATION 
LINE.0.500.0.0 
LINE.0.500,-0.100 







DEFINE MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR 
'USER MATERIAL,CONSTANTS=24 
** EO v dg T sreepc betac csc powsc 
8000, 0.3, 0.004, -10.0, 2, 18, 3.0, 1.0 
** n N O  dilatl dilatz rreepd betad emoduf dam0 
3.0, 20004, 0.25, 1.5, 50, 8, 1, 0.0 
**durn durn durn durn durn durn durn durn 






** EO v dg T cmepc betac uc powsc 
** n NO dilatl dilat2 creepd betad emod~tf dam0 
3.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 45000, 0, 0.9, 0.0 
**durn durn durn durn durn durn durn dun! 





SET SECTION THICKNESS 
'USER SUBROUTINE,INPUT=lT 
*SOLID SECTION,ELSET=MAIN,MATERIAL=AI 





a* DEFINE INDENTATION PARAMETERS 
MOVE NODE S999 OF RIGID SURFACE 0.030 M 
IN A TIME OF 1.5 SEC. 
INDENTATION RATE:: 0.020 MIS 
'BOUNDARY 
9999,2,,0.030 
'EL PRINT,ELSET=MAlN2,SUMMARY=NO,FREpUENCY=20 
M1SES.S 
'EL PRINT,ELSET=INDENT,FREQUENCY=2O,SUMMARY=NO 
.NODE PRINT,NSET=REF,FREQ=ZO 
RF2.U2 
'EL FILE,ESET=MAIN,FREQUENCY=20 
SDV 
'EL FILE,ELSET=LAYER,FREQUENCY=ZO 
SDV 
*EL FILE,ELSET=INDENT,FREQUENCY=lO 
S 
'NODE ALE,NSET=REF,FREQUENCY=IO 
RF,U 
'END STEP 




